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Introduction  

D¥pa∫karaßr¥jñåna (986–1054), more commonly known 
under his honorific title of Atißa,1 is a renowned figure in Tibetan 
Buddhist cultural memory. He is famous for coming to Tibet and 
revitalizing Buddhism there during the early eleventh century. 
Although his thirteen–year (1042–54 C.E.) presence is nostalgically 
recounted in a number of Tibetan historical sources, the actual 
social and institutional impact that Atißa had while in Tibet has 
recently been re-evaluated. As Davidson (2005: 108–15) notes, 
since Atißa belonged to the Lokottaravåda section of the 
Mahåsa∫ghika ordination lineage, he had constraints on his 
teaching and influence in areas controlled by Tibetan Eastern 
Vinaya monks, who belonged to the M¨lasarvåstivåda ordination 
lineage.  Nevertheless, Atißa was a charismatic teacher and 
translator who influenced Tibetans to rethink the integration of 
mainstream and Mahåyåna Buddhist principles with the practices 
of secret mantra or Vajrayåna.  

The following text, translated for the first time into English, 
is Atißa’s Ratnakaraˆ∂odgha†amadhyamakopadeßa, “An Open 
Jeweled Basket, Special Instruction of the Middle Way”. The term 
“Ratnakaraˆ∂odgha†a” refers to an open karaˆ∂a “basket or 
covered box” (Monier–Williams, 1988: 254) made of jewels 
(ratna) or containing jewels. In this instance, the jeweled box or 
box of jewels is the text itself, containing over one hundred and 
twenty citations from s¨tras and tantras, as well as ßåstras and 
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hymns attributed to seminal Buddhist figures, such as Någårjuna 
and Óryadeva.   

The text centers on the special instructions (man ngag or 
gdams ngag) of the middle way (dbu ma). As Kapstein (1996: 275) 
notes, gdams ngag, “instruction”, is understood in connection with 
meditational and yogic practice and “refers essentially to the 
immediate, heartfelt instructions and admonitions of master to 
disciple concerning directly liberative insight and practice”. In this 
instance, the special instructions provide guidance in developing 
insight derived from meditative cultivation (bhåvanåmay¥–prajñå), 
the third level of insight that comes after levels involving initial 
rote learning and study (ßrutamay¥–prajñå) and intellectual 
integration (cintåmay¥-prajñå) of Buddhist teachings. The type of 
Madhyamaka instruction conveyed by Atißa in this text centers on 
cultivating the mind to rest in the nonconceptual experience of the 
dharmadhåtu, rather than utilizing Madhyamaka reasoning to 
realize emptiness (ß¨nyatå). 

The middle way special instructions that Atißa imparts are 
permeated with the values of the Vajrayåna or tantric phase of 
Buddhism under the socio–economic influences of the South Asian 
Påla dynasty (750–1150 C.E.). During the Påla dynasty, Buddhist 
formations were centered on the scholarly study and practice of 
Mahåyåna discourses (s¨tra) and technical digests (ßåstra) 
supported and cultivated in tandem with Vajrayåna consecrations, 
rituals, and blessings. The integration of Mahåyåna discourses with 
Vajrayåna literature is well illustrated in the text, as Atißa cites 
over forty-six Mahåyåna s¨tras and ten tantras as authoritative for 
his vision of the middle way. As the annotations to the translation 
illustrate, Atißa’s style is to abbreviate citations from s¨tras and 
tantras. Comparison with the canonical versions of these texts often 
indicates that Atißa modifies the meaning of verses to help 
illustrate the rhetorical points that he wishes to emphasize.  

The emphasis throughout the text is on transmission and 
authority through the lineage of teaching coming from Någårjuna. 
Atißa cites Någårjuna throughout the text (over twenty times, 
including the first four citations) and devotes individual sections of 
the text to Någårjuna’s teachings (§5), predictions of his 
buddhahood (§5.2), and his bodies of awakening (§5.3, 5.4). The 
emphasis that Atißa places on Någårjuna points toward the 
visionary inspiration of Någårjuna and the continued authority and 
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validity of Någårjuna’s teaching, as argued by Wedemeyer (2007). 
The text culminates with instructions based on visions Atißa’s 
teachers had of Någårjuna and places emphasis on the oral 
transmission of these teachings from “mentor’s mouth to mentor’s 
mouth” (guru vaktråd guru vaktraµ), unbroken from the time of 
ßåkyamuni Buddha’s awakening.  

The practices outlined by Atißa in this text integrate the 
cultivation of insight (prajñå) and compassion (karuˆå) through 
training a bodhisattva to develop the mind of awakening 
(bodhicitta) at both ultimate and conventional levels. The ultimate 
mind of awakening—the birthless, luminuous, non–conceptual, 
realm of reality (dharmadhåtu) equated with emptiness—is 
cultivated during the meditative state, and the conventional mind of 
awakening is practiced during the post–meditative state. In this 
manner the two levels of the awakening mind are integrated and 
stabilized, having the esssence of emptiness and compassion 
(ß¨nyatåkaruˆågarbha).2 A snapshot of instructions for this 
integrated cultivation is found in section §2.5, where Atißa states:  

Regarding the training, first the mind did not come from 
anywhere and will not go anywhere at the end. [The mind] 
does not abide anywhere and is without color and without 
shape. [The mind] does not arise from the beginning nor 
does it cease at the end. [The mind is] empty of inherent 
existence and has the nature of clear light. One should 
recall this again and again. 

On the other hand, one should stabilize through 
accustoming that mind of awakening to love and 
compassion. One should completely purify [the mind] and 
stand firm, being continuously mindful of each moment of 
thought with mindfulness, awareness, thoughtfulness, and 
conscientiousness.3  

                                                 
2   Ratnakaraˆ∂odgha†a D (3930) 97b6–7: de ltar rnal ’byor pa des nang du 

mnyam par gzhag pa na / don dam byang chub kyi sems bsgoms la / de las 
langs pa na kun rdzob byang chub kyi sems bsgoms pas stong pa snying rje 
chen po’i snying po can gyi byang chub kyi sems gnyis po brtan par bya’o /. 
Cf. Wangchuk 2007: 257–58, 258n125.  

3  Ratnakaraˆ∂odgha†a D (3930) 100b1–100b3: de sbyang ba ni sems de dang 
po gang nas kyang ma ’ongs shing / tha ma gar yang mi ’gro ba / gang na 
yang mi gnas pa ste / kha dog med pa / dbyibs med pa / gzod ma nas ma 
skyes pa / tha mar mi ’gag pa / rang bzhin gyi stong pa / ’od gsal ba’i ngo 
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This integrated mind of awakening is proctected (§2.7) and 
increased (§2.12) while the bodhisattva advances through the ten 
stages (bh¨mi) as outlined by the Daßabh¨mikas¨tra. In the course 
of the training, the bodhisattva alternates between cognizing the 
non–conceptual space–like realm of reality (dharmadhåtu) in 
meditative stabilization and viewing things as illusions in the post–
meditative state. The alternation ceases at the stage of buddhahood, 
where for Atißa, based on numerous citations from the hymns 
(stava) of Någårjuna (§3.2), the purified realm of reality 
(dharmadhåtu) directly and constantly fuses with the dharmakåya, 
without any mental element or gnosis (jñåna) existing at all.  

 

Date and place of authorship  

The Blue Annals mentions that “the Master was invited by 
Rngog-legs-pa’i shes-rab to Lha-sa. Rngog requested Atißa and 
Nag-tsho to translate the Mådhyamakah®dayav®tti–tarkajvålå. In 
order to explain the text, the Master composed the large and short 
dbu ma’i man ngag (‘Special Instructions on Madhyamaka’). After 
that he spent (some time) at Snye-thang”.4 

The colophon to the so–called short Dbu ma’i man ngag, 
the Madhyamakopadeßa (Dbu ma’i man ngag, D 96a7), does 
mention that it was composed in the main temple of Lhasa. 
However, according to the colophon of the canonical version of the 
Ratnakaraˆ∂odgha†a, the text was written in the great temple of 
Vikramaß¥la, under the patronage of King Devapåla, through the 
urging of Atißa’s disciple and translation partner Tshul khrims 
rgyal ba. The colophon of this edition also mentions that the 
translation was redacted by Atißa, Tshul khrims rgyal ba, and the 
layperson Brtson ’grus sen ge. The text must have been composed 
before Atißa left for Tibet ca. 1040 C.E., as Brtson ’grus sen ge 
passed away in Nepal on the journey to Tibet (Chattopadhyaya 
1981: 302).  
                                                                                                              

bo yang nas yang du dran par bya’o / yang na byams pa dang / snying rje 
byang chub kyi sems de goms pas brtan par bya ba dang / shin tu byang bar 
bya ste / sems kyi skad cig re re la dran pa rgyun chags su bya ba dang / 
dran pa dang / shes bzhin dang / tshul bzhin du sems pa dang / bag yod pas 
gnas par bya’o /.  

4   Roerich 1976: 258-59, ’Gos lo tså ba gzhon nu dpal p. 316: der rngog gis lo 
paˆ la zhu ba phul nas / rtog ge ’bar ba bsgyur / de’i man ngag che chung 
gnyis mdzad / slar yang snye thang du bzhugs /.  
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Texts  

My translation was initially based on the Tibetan from the 
Lhasa and Dergé (sde dge) editions of the Tanjur (bstan ’gyur). I 
have revised the translation based on Miyazaki’s recent (2007) 
critical edition of the Tibetan, which is based on the Dergé (sde 
dge) Tanjur and compared against the Cone (co ne), Golden 
Manuscript (gser gyi lag bris ma), Narthang (snar thang), and 
Peking Tanjurs. I have also adapted the section headings of 
Miyazaki’s Japanese translation so as to facilitate a comparison 
between translations and editions of the text. I have not followed 
Miyazaki’s Japanese translation at this time.5 However, I have 
noted important variants from Miyazaki’s critical edition found in 
a version of the text, the Dbu ma’i man ngag rin po che za ma tog 
kha phye ba (pp. 594–608.11; 793.23–807.25), recently published 
in the Jo bo rje dpal ldan a ti sha’i gsung ’bum (hereafter, Jo bo 
rje’i gsung ’bum, “Collected Works of Atißa”), published by the 
Dpal-brtsegs group in Lhasa in 2006.  

The Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum version of the text was found 
among handwritten manuscripts that were purportedly a part of the 
library of the fourth Tsang king, Karma Tenkyong Wangpo (Karma 
bstan skyong dbang po, r. 1622–42). If this is the case, this edition 
of the text would be older than the block print editions of the 
Tanjur, most of which were created in the early part of the 
eighteenth century (1730s). In fact, a close examination of the 
language of this version indicates that the terminology and idioms 
of expression are more archaic or at least do not follow 
standardized ‘high church’ Tibetan (chos skad). For instance, “sogs 
pa” (“etc.”, or “and so forth”) is consistently spelled “scogs” and 
“ji skad du” (“as it is said”) is rendered several times as “ji snyed 
du”. In several places the Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum edition reads 
more clearly than do the canonical versions in terms of its variants 
and punctuation, but in other places the variants do not provide 
better readings. The Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum edition also provides 
additional notes in certain sections, yet in other sections sentences 
are missing. I have noted the differences in the footnotes. The Jo 
bo rje’i gsung ’bum version of the text is located in two different 
sections of the recently printed Dpal–brtsegs volume (on pp. 594–
608.11 and then pp. 793.23–807.25), and contains a letter that 
                                                 
5   In so far as I am not able to read Japanese, I have not followed or been able 

to assess Miyazaki’s Japanese translation (2007).  
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Atißa wrote to a king appended to the end of the first section (pp. 
608.11–609.16) and also found at the beginning of the second 
section (pp. 791.5–793.22). I have not been able to assess the 
actual manuscript or its facsimile to determine if the split of this 
edition occurs due to the pen of a scribe, to the shuffling of 
manuscript folios, or oversight while typing on a computer 
keyboard. I have provided a table of the section headings found in 
this edition and Miyazaki’s in Appendix I.  

 
An Open Jeweled Basket, Special Instructions of the  

Middle Way 
by 

D¥paµkaraßr¥jñåna 

In the Indian language: 

Ratnakaraˆ∂odgha†amadhyamakopadeßa. 

In the Tibetan language: 

“An Open Jeweled Basket, Special Instructions of the Middle 
Way.” 

Homage to the venerable Mañjuvajra.  

Homage to the Three Jewels. 

1 [Preliminary Instructions (D96b1–98b4)]  

I will write the special instruction of the lineage of Ócårya 
Någårjuna.6  

                                                 
6   Atißa indicates the individuals within the lineage of Ócårya Någårjuna in 

several of his works. The Bodhipathaprad¥pa states, “Cultivate only the 
instruction of Órya Någårjuna, Óryadeva, Candrak¥rti, Bhavya, and 
ßåntideva (26) and if there is no one of that tradition, then study the texts 
composed by them over and over again” (Sherburne 2000: 250); ’phags pa 
klu sgrub ’phags pa’i lha / zla grags bha bya zhi ba’i lha / brgyud pa’i man 
ngag ’ba’ zhig bsgom / gal te brgyud pa med gyur na / de dag rnams kyis 
bkod pa yi / gzhung rnams yang dang yang du blta (Bodhipathaprad¥pa, P 
327a-5). The Bodhipathaprad¥pa-pañjikå states, “The nectar of Órya 
Någårjuna’s words filled up Óryadeva, Candrak¥rti, Bhavya, and Íåntideva 
down to Bodhibhadra too; even on me a little has been sprinkled and thus 
with their four great proofs, I establish the non-arising of all phenomena; 
and following the steps of those Ócåryas of old, I will hold to the tenets of 
the great Middle Way” (Sherburne 2000: 237; Cf. Lindtner 1981: 210); 
’phags pa klu sgrub zhal gyi bdud rtsi des / arya de ba zla grag bha bya 
dang / zhi ba’i lha dang byang chub bzang po’i bar / tshim par gyur pa 
bdag la ’ng cung zhig ’thor / de ltar gtan tshigs chen po bzhi dag dis / chos 
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As for this, an individual who remembers the suffering of 
beginningless saµsåra of oneself and beings without exception 
should not be attached even to an object [the size] of a mere 
sesame seed, entirely discarding like a drop of spit all activities and 
objects of the world. First, one who keeps the pure uncorrupted 
three vows of morality that have been promised, who possesses the 
wisdom of hearing and reflection, who has compassion naturally, 
who disregards his own life and body for the sake of the holy 
dharma, should search for a holy individual having the special 
instruction of the lineage of Ócårya Órya-Någårjuna, and please 
[him] for a long time. Since [one] is a beginner, reside [where it is] 
easy to obtain livelihood, in a great vast land, or great city or 
isolated place, at the edge of a mountain [rock] and so forth. Sitting 
on a soft and smooth seat in front of the images of the three jewels, 
[one should reflect] as follows: “When I survey the five types of 
sentient beings—[those] born from eggs,7 [those] born from 
moisture, [those] born miraculously, [those] possessing form and 
not possessing form, and those possessing consciousness and those 
not possessing consciousness—[I see that they] are all my mothers. 
These mother-like [sentient beings] produce and accumulate 
polluted actions on account of their own [selfish] purpose, and with 
the maturation of those [actions], experience much suffering.”   

Ócårya Någårjuna states:  

                                                                                                              
rnams thams cad skyes med bsgrub byas te / sngon gyi slob dpon rnams kyis 
res ’brang nas / dbu ma chen po’i grub mthar gnas par bya/ (P 323b6-
327a1). Also, the Satyadvayåvatåra states, “But who has [actually] 
‘understood’ emptiness?—Någårjuna, who was predicated by the Tathågata, 
[and his] disciple Candrak¥rti who [also] saw the absolute truth 
(dharmatåsatya) (Lindtner 1981: 194); stong nyid gang gis rtog shes na / de 
bzhin gshegs pas lung bstan zhing / chos nyid bden pa gzigs pa yi / klu 
sgrub slob ma zla grags yin / de las brgyud pa’i man ngag gis / chos nyid 
bden pa rtogs par ’gyur / (Lindtner 1981: 191, cf. Sherburne 2000: 335). 
See also the Dbu ma’i man ngag gi ’bum (Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 2006: 
642–68), an early Kadampa commentary on Atißa’s Satyadvayåvatåra, 
where (p. 658: 19–20) “the special instructions only exist from the lineage 
derived from Ócårya Candrak¥rti” (slob dpon zla ba grags pa nas brgyud 
pa’i man ngag yod pa cig las gdam ngag tshul bzhin du mnos nas /…) and 
(p. 658: 22–23) “the special instructions of the lineage derived from 
Candrak¥rti are the only Madhyamaka special instructions” (zla bag rags pa 
las brgyud pa’i man ngag kyang dbu ma’i man ngag kho na yin te). 

7   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 594.11 adds “those born from the womb” (mngal las 
skyes po). 
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The intelligent, having seen the sufferings of the three 
realms [caused] by the faults of conceptual thought and 
habitual tendencies should pull out from the abode that is 
saµsåra.8 

Ócårya Någårjuna also says:  

As I have brought suffering upon sentient beings living in 
the prison of existence who are tormented by the fire of the 
afflictions, since all [of them] previously were dear friends 
and parents who provided great benefit, now it is suitable to 
make [them] happy.9 

By understanding [their] kindness, generate the mind of 
awakening with the four immeasurables10 [thinking I will] “liberate 
them [from suffering], set them free, relieve their sufferings, and 
make them reach nirvåˆa”.11 For this purpose accumulate the two 
collections [of wisdom and merit].  

The immediate sphere of space before one, not separate 
from the dream-like mind, is filled with the three jewels like a heap 
of mustard seeds.12 Remembering the seven mental perceptions and 
the seven holy [things], utter words of remembrance and by means 
of the six antidotes,13 having made the proper posture of body, 
make prostration, offerings, confess transgressions, rejoice, request 
                                                 
8   vikalpavåsanådoΣåñ jagattrayavimohakån/  
 samabhiv¥kΣya tån dh¥mån yogatantreˆa ßodhayet // Piˆ∂¥k®tasådhana, k. 3. 
9   Atißa’s Tibetan differs from the Tanjur. Cf. Bodhicittavivaraˆa, k.74-75: 

gang dag pha dang ma dang ni / gnyen bshes gyur pas bdag la sngon / phan 
pa byas par gyur pa yi / sems can de dag rnams la ni / byas pa bzo bar gyur 
par bya / srid pa’i btson rar sems can ni / nyon mongs me yis gdungs rnams 
la / bdag gis sdug bsngal byin pa ltar / de bzhin bde ba sbyin par rigs /.  

10   The ‘four immeasurables’ (catvåry apramåˆåni, Tib. tshad med bzhi) also 
known as the four ‘abodes of Brahma’ (brahmavihåra), the contemplations 
of immeasurable love (maitr¥), compassion (karuˆå), joy (muditå), and 
equanimity (upekΣå). Mahåvyutpatti, 1503-7.  

11   Aspirations to liberate (bsgrol ba) beings, free (dgrol ba) them from 
obstacles, free them from great powerful suffering (dbugs dbyung ba), and 
to free those not passed beyond nirvåˆa (mya ngan las bzla).  

12   Jo bo gsung ’bum p. 595.3 reads til gyi gang bu (“heap of mustard seeds”) 
rather than til gyi ga’u ad D 97a. 

13   The six antidotes are (1) recitation of s¨tras (2) mediation on emptiness, (3) 
recitation of mantras, (4) making statues or paintings of buddhas, (5) 
making offering to buddhas or st¨pas, and (6) recitation of the names of 
buddhas.  
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[the wheel of the teaching] to be turned, make supplication,14 go for 
refuge, generate the mind of awakening, offer the body, take the 
vow, make firm the promise of the vow to remain in the path of the 
Mahåyåna, and dedicate all of these to great awakening. All of this 
turns into the realm of reality (dharmadhåtu), the place of offering, 
the assembly of offerings: all of these. [Now] first of all, when 
[one] examines where these come from and where they go, [one 
realizes that] they do not go anywhere [and] they do not come from 
anywhere. Since all inner and outer things are exactly like that, all 
[of them] appear as a false emanation of illusion in one’s own 
mind. These [things] with false-like appearance belong to the body 
and also belong to the mind. The mind is without color, without 
form, by its own nature clear light, and unarising from the 
beginning. The wisdom of individual analysis (so sor rtog pa’i shes 
rab) itself turns into clear light. Amidst that consciousness does not 
absolutely exist, does not at all abide, is not at all established, is 
unproduced in any aspect, and is totally pacified of elaborations. 
One should reside as long as one as is able in the appearanceless 
vajrasamådhi [like] the sky from which all signs of dust are gone, 
like the midday sky with a noon–time autumn sun. If the mind 
becomes distracted through the force of not being used to regular 
practice, stand firm through summoning suchness. In other 
sesssions one should do the same. Many sessions should be done 
for a short time. At the time of becoming accustomed, when the 
practice becomes a bit more firm, one should do longer and longer 
[meditative sessions]. One should pacify with the individual 
antidotes to the five obstacles [of ßamatha],15 and after that open 
the eyes, saying “Eh ma ho! The dharmadhåtu, without anything 
existing, appears everywhere. This is amazing. These [things], the 

                                                 
14   These comprise the seven limbed (saptå∫ga, yang lag bdun) prayer liturgy 

based on the Samantabhadracaryå-praˆidhåna: praise (vandana), offering 
(p¨janå), confession (påpadeßanå), rejoicing (modanå), requesting 
(adhyeΣaˆå) to turn the wheel of dharma, begging [the buddhas not to 
abandon beings] (yåcanå) and dedication (pariˆåmanå); see Crosby and 
Skilton: 1995: 9–13.  

15   The five obstacles to be relinquished are laziness, forgetting the instructions, 
dullness and agitation, non-application, and over-application. There are 
eight antidotes to these five; see Madhyåntavibhåga, IV.4-5: kaus¥dyam 
avavådasya saµmoΣo laya uddhata˙ /asaµskåro 'tha saµskåra˙ pañca 
doΣå ime matå˙ / åßrayo 'thåßritas tasya nimittaµ phalam eva ca / 
ålambane 'saµmoΣo layauddhatyånubuddhyanå /tadapåyåbhisaµskåra˙ 
ßåntau praßa†havåhitå / IV.5. 
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nature of one’s own mind, an illusory emanation, appear like an 
unreal apparition and are as false as they appear. Appearances are 
exemplified by the eight similes of illusion16 and are not 
intrinsically real”. Then, having prayed aspiration prayers, release 
slowly [from] the sitting position and take to molding statues and 
so forth, doing as much virtuous activity as one can. Accordingly,17 
one should make effort to accumulate the two collections in six 
sessions [of cultivation]. Meditate on ß¨nyatå at the time of sleep 
and go to sleep in the [sphere] of that. After that, at the last session, 
think to wake up with the mind of awakening arising from love and 
compassion. These [above activities] generate the ultimate mind of 
awakening. Food should be divided into four portions.18  

Again, Ócårya Någårjuna states:  

The mind of ultimate bodhicitta should be produced by the 
power of cultivation for a bodhisattva who does the activity 
by way of secret mantra.19 

In this way, when one strives with devotion for a long time 
and without stopping [then it will] automatically produce 
compassion towards sentient beings.  Ócårya Någårjuna states:  

Accordingly, when yogis cultivate emptiness, the mind no 

                                                 
16   Eight similies of illusion (aΣ†amåyopamå, Tib. sgyu ma’i dpe brgyad). The 

eight are said to be a twinkling star (skar mar), optical illusion (rab rib), 
lamp (mar me), dream (rmi lam), flash of lighning (glog), moon in the water 
(chu zla), mirage (smig rgyu), and cloud (sprin). See Ruegg 1966: 99n2.  

17   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 595.21 reads de ltar rather than de dag.  
18 “Divide into four portions” is explained by Atißa in his 

Caryåsaµgrahaprad¥pa (Sherburne 2000: 349): “Divide your food into four 
parts: first give pure food gifts to the gods, then scatter generous offerings to 
the guardians of the dharma, and after your own food and drink, give what 
remains to all creatures” (zlas la cha bzhir bgo bya ste / dang po lha la 
bshos gtsang dbul / de rjes chos kyi srung ma la / gtor ma shin tu rgya chen 
gtang / rang gis zos shing ’thungs pa yi / lhag ma ’byung po kun la sbyin /). 

19   Cf. Bodhicittavivaraˆa (Lindtner, 1986: 32): byang chub sems dpa’ gsang 
sngags kyi sgor spyad pa spyod pa rnams kyis de ltar kun rdzob kyi rnam 
pas byang byang chub kyi sems smon pa’i rang bzhin can bskyed nas / don 
dam pa’i byang chub kyi sems bsgom pa’i stobs kyis bskyed par bya ba yin 
pas…/. Lindtner (1986, 33) translation: “When a bodhisattva, having 
practiced a course by way of mantras, has thus produced the bodhicitta that 
in its relative aspect has the nature of aspiration, he must by means of 
meditational development produce the absolute bodhicitta”. 
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doubt will become joyful for the purpose of others.20 

Morevoer, 

The ultimate, birthless from the beginning, when deeply 
realized by the mind will effortlessly produce compassion 
for [those] sinking in the mud of saµsåra.  

Likewise, when the yogin internalizes this cultivation and 
cultivates the ultimate mind of awakening, then through cultivating 
the conventional mind of awakening one will stabilize both minds 
of awakening, [the two minds each] having the essence of great 
compassion and emptiness.21  The Vairocanåbhisambodhi states:  

Awakening, the characteristic [of which is similar to that] 
of space, is the abandonment of all conceptual thought 
(rtog pa).22  

The Prajñåsaµcayagåthå says:  

There is not even a mere particle of something to be 
obtained. One should not apprehend awakening as real. 
This should be demonstrated to beginners. 23  

The Íatasåhasrikåprajñåpåramitå states: 

I have completely awakened in the essence of awakening 
without obtaining anything at all. 

Also the Órya-Dharmasa∫g¥ti states:  

In this regard, what little desire of a bodhisattva is there? 
He is one who does not desire even awakening. What is the 
satisfaction? He is one who does not excessively long for 
the mind of awakening. 

This meaning itself is indicated in many other precious 
s¨tras as well as tantras of secret mantra. The Ír¥-G¨hyasamåja 

                                                 
20   Bodhicittavivaraˆa, k. 73: de ltar stong pa nyid ’di ni / rnal ’byor pa yis 

bsgom byas na / gzhan gyi don la chags pa’i blo / ’byung bar ’gyur ba the 
tshom med /. 

21   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 596.8 adds: “the object of attainment called 
‘awakening’ is nothing at all” (de byang chub ces bya’i thob par bya ba ni 
ci yang med de /). 

22   Cf. Miyazaki, p. 8n6, Vairocanåbhisambodhi, D (494) tha 226b7-227a1: 
byang chub nam mkha’i mtshan nyid do kun tu rtog pa thams cad spangs /. 

23   Cf. Ratnaguˆasaµcayagåthå, XV.3cd: na ca bodhi skandha vim®ßitva 
paråm®ßeyå ye ådikarmaka na deßayitavyaµ evaµ /. 
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[tantra] states:  

Due to the sameness of the essencelessness of things, one’s 
own mind—free of all entities, without aggregates 
(skandhas), elements (dhåtus), sense spheres (åyatanas), 
and subject and object24—[is] unproduced from the 
beginning, the very nature of emptiness (ß¨nyatå).25 

The Órya-AΣ†asåhasrikå [prajñåpåramitå] says:  

Íårip¨tra, whatever is thought, that is no thought; thought 
by its nature is clear light.26 

As Órya Någårjuna has indicated:  

The mind has not been seen, and will not be seen by all 
buddhas. What will one see [of something that has] the 
nature of having no nature?27 

The Venerable Óryadeva states: 

When one becomes accustomed to ascertaining the mind 
with wisdom, then the mind will not be seen.28 

The Órya-Dharmasaµg¥ti states:  

Devap¨tras! Moreover, even the desire to understand the 
mind of awakening is the activity of Måra.29 Apprehending 
the mind as real while seeking out the illusionary mind is to 

                                                 
24   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 596.16; the verse up to this point is missing. 
25   sarvabhåvavigataµ skandhadhåtvåyatana-gråhyagråhakavarjitam /  
  dharmanairåtmyasamatayå svacittam ådyanutpannaµ ß¨nyatåbhåvam /. 

Guhyasamåja, II.3-4:  
26   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 596.17–18 differs: sha ra dva ti’i bu gang sems ma 

yin pa de ni sems med pa’o / gang sems med pa de ni sems med pa’o / gang 
sems med pa de ni rang bzhin gyis ’od gsal ba’o /. Cf. AΣ†asåhasrikå, p. 3: 
taccittam acittam / prak®tiß cittasya prabhåsvarå /. 

27   Bodhicittavivaraˆa, k. 43. The Tibetan of this verse differs from the 
canonical version: mdor na sangs rgyas rnams kyis ni / gzigs par ma gyur 
gzigs mi ’gyur / rang bzhin med pa’i rang bzhin can / ji ltar bur na gzig par 
’gyur /. Buddhas not perceiving the mind goes back to Kåßyapaparivarta 
§98: cittaµ hi kåßyapa sarvabuddhair na d®Σ†aµ na paßyanti na paßyiΣyanti 
na drakΣyanti /. 

28   Miyazaki, p. 9n13; Jñånasårasamuccaya, k. 33abc. Sanskrit located in 
Tattvaratnåval¥: cittaµ nißcitya bodhena abhyåsaµ kurute yadå / tadå 
cittaµ na paßyåmi (kva gataµ kva sthitaµ bhavet)/. 

29   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 596.22 add: ’phags pa phung po gsum pa’i mdo las 
kyang.  
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be confessed by whomever produces the mind of 
unsurpassable awakening. 

One who is accustomed to the great vehicle for innumerable 
previous lives, with a well purified [mental] continuum, with sharp 
mental faculties, knows the conventional mind of awakening itself 
as producing the ultimate mind of awakening, and since [that 
mind] has both great compassion and emptiness, one stands firm in 
the emptiness endowed with all excellent features (rnam pa thams 
cad kyi mchog dang ldan pa’i stong pa nyid).30 Intending this 
meaning, Ócårya Någårjuna states: 

The buddhas teach that the awakened mind is not obscured 
with notions of a self, skandhas, and so forth, [but] has the 
characteristic of being empty [of such notions].31 

Well then, if someone asks “how [is the mind of awakening 
produced)?” [the reply is:] one should produce it conventionally, 
like a magically created individual or emanated individual arousing 
the mind of awakening. As is said in the Órya-
Sågaranågaråjaparip®cchå: 

King of Någas! Due to one dharma, bodhisattvas will be 
quickly awakened in unsurpassable fully complete 
awakening! What, one may ask, is that one dharma? It is 
the mind of awakening that does not let go of all sentient 
beings.32 

This s¨tra teaches that it is necessary to generate the [mind 
of awakening]. 

 

                                                 
30   “Endowed with all excellent features” (sarvåkåravaropetå ß¨nyatå; 

translation Wangchuk 2007: 210) is an important concept in 
Tathågatagarbha and Vajrayåna traditions. This expression is discussed by 
Ruegg 1981: 84, 97, 98.  

31   Bodhicittavivaraˆa, k. 2. Atißa’s Tibetan of this verse differs from the 
Tanjur version: sang rgyas rnams kyi byang chub sems / bdag dang phung 
sogs rnam rig gi / rtog pa rnams kyi ma bsgribs pa / rtag tu stong nyid 
mtshan nyid bzhed /.  

32   Compare Miyazaki, p. 10n16: Sågaramatiparip®cchå, D (152) 58b7-59a1: 
blo gros rgya mtsho theg pa chen po par ’gyur ba’i chos gcig ste / chos gcig 
gang zhe na / ’di lta ste / byang chub kyi sems brjed pa med cing bag yod pa 
ste / blo gros rgya mtsho ’di ni theg chen po sdud par ’gyur ba’i chos gcig 
go /. 
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2  [The Mind of Awakening (D 98b4–98b6)] 

Regarding that mind [of awakening], one should be 
knowledgeable about the: (1) cause of arising, (2) condition, (3) 
nature, (4) aspect, (5) training, (6) apprehension, (7) guarding, (12) 
increasing, (13) benefits of that [mind of awakening] (8) cause of 
dropping, (9) fault of relinquishing, (10) benefits of causing the 
arising in another, benefits of rejoicing in the arising in others, and 
(11) bad fault of causing interruption in the arising of [the mind in] 
others.  

2.1 [The cause of the mind of awakening (D 98b6–99a3)] 

In this regard, the cause is having the sign of the excellent 
lineage (gotra). As the Bden par smra ba lung bstan pa’i mdo 
(S¨tra of the Prophecy Spoken Truthfully) states:  

(1) With admiration for the extensive, [one] is without 
admiration for the inferior. (2) By having great compassion 
naturally, [one] possessses virtuous qualities. (3) By 
abandoning polluted friends, [one] is nourished by the 
spiritual friend. (4) By doing whatever one says, [one] is 
undeceitful. (5) By pleasing the buddhas wandering in the 
world, [one] has joy. (6) By being without low activities of 
body, speech, mind, [one] abandons sin. (7) By [this] 
faultless superior thought, [one] has trust in the sacred vow. 
(8) By non-attachment to [one’s own] tastes, [one] has the 
nature of pleasing everyone. (9) One is free from the 
empowerments of Måra. (10) By accumulating roots of 
virtue, [one] does well–performed activity. (11) Since it is 
in the sphere of great compassion, one has compasssionate 
love for sentient beings. (12) By freely giving necessary 
things, one has little attachment to anything.33 

                                                 
33 Compare Miyazaki, p. 11n17 BodhisattvagocaraopåyaviΣayavikurvåˆa-

nirdeßa, D (146) Pa 87a7–b5: (rigs kyi bu chos bcu gnyis dang ldan pa’i 
rigs kyi bu’ am rigs kyi bu mo bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i 
byang chub tu sems skye bar ’gyur ro / bcu gnyis gang zhe na/ ’di lta ste /) 
(1) rang bzhin gyis rgya chen po la mos shing dman pa la mos pa med pa 
yin / (2) rang bzhzin gyis snying rje’i spyod yul dang ldan zhing dkar po’i 
rang bzhin can yin / (7) bcos ma ma yin pa’i lhag pa’i bsam pa’i spyod yul 
dang ldan zhing yi dam la brtan pa yin / (10) tshogs shin tu bsags shing 
spyad pa legs par spyad pa yin / (5) sangs rgyas ’byung ba legs par bsnyen 
bkur zhing dkar po’i chos legs par yongs su bsdus pa yin / (6) lus dang ngag 
dang yid kyi las kyi mtha’ kha na ma tho ba med pa dang ldan shing dig 
pa’i las tham cad bor ba yin / (3) sdig pa’i grog po thams yong su spangs 
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Ócårya Órya-Asa∫ga states:  

There are four causes: lineage, a spiritual friend, 
compassion, and enduring the suffering of saµsåra. 34 

2.2  [The condition for the mind of awakening (D 99a3–100a5)]  

As for the condition [of generating bodhicitta], there are 
two: (1) the condition of application (prayoga, sbyor ba) and (2) 
the condition of thought (åßaya, bsam pa). 

2.2.1 [The condition of application (D 99a3–99b5)]  

In regard to that, the conditions of application are that one 
should: (1) accumulate the provisions [of merit], (2) purify the 
[mental] continuum, and (3) perform the superior going for refuge 
[in the three jewels].  

2.2.1.1 [Accumulating provisions] 

(1) To accumulate the provisions, one should perform the 
seven-limbed p¨jå three times during the day and three times 
during the night; memorize, read, and recite the profound s¨tra of 
the perfection of wisdom; make extensive offerings to the three 
jewels; make gifts and feast offerings for the saµgha; give ordinary 
feasts; give great extensive charity to the protectorless; and give 
great extensive sacrificial cakes to spirits.  

2.2.1.2 [Training the mental continuum] 

(2) Train the mental continuum as before: read, recite, and 
memorize the profound s¨tras, perform the seven–limbed p¨ja, 

                                                                                                              
shing dge ba’i bshes gnyen la brten pa yin / (4) ji ltar smras pa de bzhin du 
byed cing slu ba med pa yin / (8) bged pa’i ngang tshul can yin zhing ro bro 
ba rnams la ma zhen ma chags pa mang ba yin / (9) de bzhin gshegs pa’i 
byin gyi rlabs kyis byin gyis brlabs shing bdud kyi byin gyi rlabs dang bral 
ba yin / (11) sems can thams cad la yang dang yang snying rje chen po yang 
dag par ’jug pa yin / (12) bdog pa thams cad yong su gtong zhing ma chags 
pa’i sems dang ldan pa yin te / (rigs kyi bu yon tan gyi chos bcu gnyis po de 
dag dang ldan pa’i rigs kyi bu’am rigs kyi bu mo bla na med pa yang dag 
par rdzog pa’i byang chub tu sems skye ste /…). 

34 Bodhisattvabh¨mi, p. 10: catvåro hetava˙ katame / gotrasaµpad 
vodhisattvasya prathamo hetuß cittasyotpattaye / buddhabodhisattva-
kalyåˆamitraparigraho dvit¥yo hetuß cittasyotpattaye / sattveΣu kåruˆyaµ 
bodhisattvasya t®t¥yo hetußcittasyotpattaye / saµsåradu˙khåd duΣkara-
caryådu˙khådapi d¥rghakålikådvicitrått¥vrånnirantarådabh¥rutå caturtho 
hetußcittasyotpattaye /. 
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recite the Triskandhaka35 and confess transgressions with texts 
such as Karmåvaraˆapratiprasrabdhi and Suvarˆaprabhåsottama-
s¨trendraråja, and so forth. 

2.2.1.3 [Superior going for refuge]  

(3) The superior going for refuge is distinctively noble 
(årya, ’phags pa) in seven excellent aspects: (1) excellence of the 
individual person,36 (2) excellence of the three jewels as objects of 
refuge, (3) excellence of time, (4) excellence of thought, (5) 
excellence of application, (6) excellence of advice, (7) excellence 
of benefits.  

In this regard—the excellence of the three jewels as refuge 
objects—the object of refuge of the inferior vehicle is mentioned in 
the Abhidharmakoßa:  

One who goes for refuge in the three jewels, goes for 
refuge in the qualities of the Buddha, the sa∫gha, and the 
dharma, and likewise one takes refuge by going for refuge 
in [the qualities] of nirvåˆa.37 

Here, the distinction of the three jewels is in three aspects: 
(1) the three jewels of ultimate truth, (2) the three jewels in front of 
oneself, and (3) the three jewels of realization.38 One should ask a 
spiritual teacher (bla ma) for the extensive meaning of this.  

Still, I will describe only the excellence of the advice. By 
means of remembering the excellence of the three jewels and their 
good qualities, one does not relinquish the three jewels even for the 
sake of one’s life and body. By means of going for refuge over and 
over again and remembering [their] great kindness one should, 
                                                 
35 This most likely refers to the S¨tra of the Three Heaps (Óryatriskandhaka-

nåmamahåyånas¨tra, Derge 384), used for the confession of downfalls and 
featuring thirty-five buddhas of confession. The ‘three heaps’ or three 
sections referred to in the title are (1) confession of sin (påpadeßanå), (2) 
rejoicing at merit (puˆyånumodanå) (3) and requesting instruction from a 
buddha (buddhådhyeΣaˆå). 

36   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 598.8: “the excellence of the special instructions for 
the individual” (rten gdam nga gi khyad par dang /).  

37   Abhidharmakoßa, 4.32: buddhasa∫ghakarån dharmån aßaikΣån ubhayåµs 
ca sa˙ / nirvåˆaµ ceti ßaraˆaµ yo yåti ßaraˆatrayam /.  

38   The three jewels of (1) ultimate truth are the emptiness or ß¨nyatå of the 
buddha, dharma and sa∫gha; the three jewels (2) in front of oneself are the 
physical representations of the three jewels; and the three jewels (3) of 
realizations (mngon par togs pa) are realizations attained on the path.  
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always or from time to time, offer even as much as a full bowl of 
pure water, as well as offer the first portion of food and so forth. 
Whatever you do, whatever your purpose, make requests to the 
three jewels but abandon other worldly methods. One should 
perform activity in this manner for other sentient beings as well. As 
for advice of the common vehicle: since one goes to refuge in the 
Buddha, one should not make homage and so forth to worldly 
deities; one should follow this advice for each of the three jewels.  

2.2.2 [The condition of the thought (D 99b5–100a2)]  

(2) The condition for the thought: the Órya-
Jñånam¨drås¨tra and the Karuˆapuˆ∂ar¥kas¨tra state:  

[Of] (1) the mind generation for the awakening of a 
buddha, (2) the mind generation at the time of the 
destruction of the holy dharma, (3) the mind generation 
when one has seen the suffering of sentient beings, (4) the 
mind generation of bodhisattvas, (5) the mind generation 
when one has made good offerings and worship, (6) the 
mind generation when one has seen other deities, and (7) 
the mind generation when one has seen the body of 
tathågata, the first three are the actual mind of awakening.39 

                                                 
39   Miyazaki (p. 14n20) notes that this citation is not in the Karuˆåpuˆ∂ar¥ka. 

Cf. Tathågatajñånamudråsamådhi, D (131 da 240a7–b7): de ci’i phyir zhe 
nab yams pa rnam pa bdun gyis byang chub sems dpa’ byang chub tu sems 
skyed do / bdun gang zhe na / ’di lta ste / (1) sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das 
rnams kyis byang chub sems dpa’ byang chub tu sems skyed pa dang / (2) 
dam pa’i chos rnam par ’jig pa’i dus na dam pa’i chos yongs su bsrung ba’i 
phyir byang chub sems dpa’ byang chub tu sems skyed pa dang / (3) sdug 
bsngal sna tshogs kyi yongs su gzir ba’i sems can gyi khams mthong nas 
snying rje chen po skyes te byang chub sems dpa’ byang chub tu sems 
bskyed pa dang / (4) byang chub sems dpas byang chub sems dpa’ byang 
chub tu sems bskyed pa dang / (5) stang du byas te sbyin pa bzang po yid du 
’ong ba byin nas / byang chub sems dpa’ bdag nyid byang chub tu sems 
bskyed pa dang / (6) gzhan yang byang chub tu sems bskyed pa mthong nas 
byang chub sems dpa’ byang chub tu sems bskyed pa dang / (7) de bzhin 
gshegs pa’i sku’i mtshan dang dpe byad bzang po’i rgyan sna tshog kyi yon 
tan bsngags pa yongs su rdzogs pa thos nas byang chub sems dpa’ byang 
chub tu sems bskyed pa ste / byams pa rnam pa bdun po de dag gis byang 
chub sems dpa’ byang chub tu sems bskyed do /byams pa de la gang byang 
chub sems dpa’ sang rgyas bcom ldan ’das rnams kyis byang chub tu sems 
bskyed pa gang yin pa dang / gang dam pa’i chos rnam par ’jig pa’i dus na 
dam pa’i chos yongs su bsrung bar bya ba’i phyir byang chub sems dpa’ 
byang chub tu sems bskyed pa gang yin pa dang / gang sdug bsngal sna 
tshogs kyis yongs su gzir ba’i sems can gyi khams mthong nas sems can 
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The Órya-Daßadharmakas¨tra also states:  

[There is] (1) the mind generation when one has been urged 
by buddhas and bodhisattvas and so forth, (2) the mind 
generation when one has seen the good qualities of the 
mind of awakening, (3) the mind generation when one has 
seen the suffering of sentient beings, (4) the mind 
generation when one has seen the excellence of the buddhas 
and bodhisattvas.40 

2.2.3 [Five conditions for the awakening thought (D 100a2–3)]  

From the Mahåyånas¨trålaµkåra:  

There are five conditions: (1) the power of friend, (2) the 
power of cause, (3) the power of the root, (4) the power of 
hearing, and (5) the power of being accustomed to virtue. 
Some of them are firm and some are not firm.41 

2.2.4 [Four conditions and four powers (D100a3–50]  

Ócårya Ósa∫ga speaks of four conditions and four powers. 
The four conditions are: the mind generation when one has seen the 
excellence of the Tathågata, the mind generation when one has 
seen the benefits, the mind generation at the time of the destruction 
of the holy dharma, and the mind generation when one has seen the 
suffering of sentient beings. The four powers are: the power of 
cause, the power of activity, one’s own power, and the power of 
                                                                                                              

thams cad la snying rje chen po skyes te / byang chub sems dpa’ byang chub 
tu sems bskyed pa gang yin pa dang / byams pa sems bskyed pa ’di gsum ni 
sang rgyas bcom ldan ’das rnams kyi byang chub bsrung ba yin te / myur du 
bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub las phyir mi ldog par 
’gyur ro /. 

40   Miyzaki, p.15n21: Daßadharmaka, D (53) kha 168a1–a7. Cited in the 
ßikΣåsamuccaya, p. 8: yathå daßadharmakas¨tre deßitaµ /iha kulaputra 
bodhisattvo gotrastha˙ sann anutpåditabodhicitta˙tathågatena vå 
tathågataßråvakeˆa vå sañcodyamåna˙saµvedyamåna˙ samådåpyamåno 
'nuttaråyåµ samyaksambodhaubodhicittam utpådayatîdaµ prathamaµ 
kåraˆaµ bodhicittôtpådåya /saµbodher vå bodhicittasya vå varˆaµ 
bhåΣyamåˆaµ ßrutvânuttaråyåµ samyaksaµbodhau cittam utpådayatîdaµ 
dvit¥yaµ kåraˆaµ /sa sattvå ... naßaraˆån adv¥pån d®Σ†vå kåruˆyacittam 
upasthåpyayåvad anuttaråyåµ samyaksambodhau cittam utpådayatîdaµ 
t®t¥yaµ kåraˆaµ bodhicittôtpådåya/sa tathågatasya sarvâkåraparip¨rˆatåµ 
d®Σ†vå pr¥timutpådyânuttaråyåµ samyaksaµbodhau cittam utpådayatîdaµ 
caturthaµ kåraˆam iti /. 

41   Mahåyånas¨trålaµkåra, 4.7: mitrabalåt hetubalån m¨labalåc chrutabalåc 
chubhåbhyåsåt / ad®∂had®∂hodaya (uktaß cittopåda˙ paråkyånåt) /. 
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others.  

In this way, when one thoroughly accumulates the causes 
and conditions, one will thoroughly generate the mind of 
awakening. 

2.3 [The nature of arising (D 100a5–100a6)] 

The nature of arising: the wish (’dun pa), the desire (’dod 
pa), and the aspiration (smon pa) are synonyms.42 As Órya 
Maitreya states:43 

Generation of mind is a desire for perfectly complete 
awakening for the sake of others.44 

The essential nature is to perceive the distinctive object of 
consciousness, which is an intelligence that possesses similarity 
with compassion and wishing. Like the good foundational earth 
that produces without exception the crops of [virtuous] white 
dharma[s], the wish is the mind of awakening that is like earth.  

2.4 [The distinctive aspect (D 100a6–100b1)] 

The distinction or the particularity of the aspect itself is that 
it is not even covered by any kind of fault, like deceiving and so 
forth, and is stainless. For example, like the pure gold that is 
without the faults of rust, stones, earth, and so forth, that mind 
itself is a pure thought like gold. As for the extensive meaning of 
this, the Órya-AkΣayamatinirdeßas¨tra: states: 

Venerable Íåradvat¥putra: Regarding the mind of 
awakening, what are the aspects of generating the mind like 
that? [Bhagavan:] Kulaputra, by being unmixed with the 
inferior vehicle, [that mind] arises in the aspect of purity.45 

Thus it is taught extensively and so forth [in the s¨tras]. 

                                                 
42   See Sparham 1987 regarding debates on the relation of bodhicitta to mental 

factors (caitta) such as desire.  
43   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 599.13 has the archaic ji snyed du mgon po byam 

pa’i zhal snga nas /.  
44   Abhisamayålaµkåra, 1.18ab: cittotpåda˙ parårthåya samyaksambodhi-

kåmatå /.  
45   Comprare with AkΣayamatinirdeßa (Braarvig 1993: 20): bstun pa sha ra dva 

ti’i bu byang chub sems dpa’ rnams kyi dang po sems bskyed pa yang mi 
zad pa’o / de ci’i phyir zhe na / ma ’dres pa’i phyir ro / sems de ni nyon 
mongs pa thams cad dang ma ’dres par skyes so / theg pa gzhan la ’dod pa 
med pas sems de ni ma ’brel bar skyes so /.  
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2.5 [Training the mind (D 100b1–100b3)]  

Regarding the training, first the mind did not come from 
anywhere and will not go anywhere at the end. [The mind] does not 
abide anywhere and is without color and without shape. [The mind] 
does not arise from the beginning nor does it not cease at the end. 
[The mind is] empty of inherent existence and is of the nature of 
clear light. One should recall this again and again. 

On the other hand, one should stabilize through 
accustoming that mind of awakening to love and compassion. One 
should completely purify [the mind] and stand firm, being 
continuously mindful of each moment of thought with mindfulness, 
awareness, thoughtfulness, and conscientiousness. 

2.6. [Keeping the mind of awakening (D 100b3–103a2)]  

As for keeping the mind of awakening, [this consists of]: 
(1) the four ways of not letting go of sentient beings, (2) the eight 
thoughts of a holy individual, (3) the ten masteries of the inner 
method, (4) the six masteries of the outer method, including the 
exchange of self and other, as well as equalizing self and others, 
and (5) dedicating with the Rdo rje rgyal mtshan gyi bsngo ba chen 
po bcu (Ten Great Blessings of the Vajra Banner) and the Órya-
Bhadracaryå.  

2.6.1 [Not giving up sentient beings (D 100b5–102a3)] 

In this regard not giving up sentient beings entails: (1.1) not 
letting go of the mind that is beneficial to oneself, (1.2) not letting 
go of sentient beings who harm oneself, (1.3a) directly suffering, 
(1.3b) not giving up the cause of suffering and so forth, and (1.4) 
not giving up on sentient beings in general. 

2.6.1.1 [Not letting go those who benefit oneself (D 100b6–

101a1)] 

Regarding that, not letting go those who benefit oneself 
means to not let go the mind that knows the kindness [of beings] 
and repays their kindness. As Ócårya Någårjuna states: 

Sentient beings—who have resided in the prison of 
existence suffering with the fire of the defilements since 
beginningless saµsåra—were previously my parents. Since 
they provided great benefit [I] need to make the same 
repayment. They have been made to suffer by me, now it is 
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suitable to make [them] happy.46 

One should look at the s¨tras for the extensive meaning of 
this. One needs to understand the benefits that the father, mother, 
relatives, friends, and so forth of this life have provided and repay 
[their] kindness. Accordingly, if one will not do so, the downfall of 
“not to repay a good turn”47 will occur. 

2.6.1.2 [Not letting go beings who do harm to oneself (D 101a1–

7)]  

Not letting go of sentient beings who do harm to oneself 
means to not mentally relinquish one’s control over [one’s] actions. 
As is said,  

When answered politely, the supreme individual of the 
Jambudv¥pa continent responds politely, and even when 
receiving a rude response answers in a considerate manner.  

The Eight Thousand Verse Mother (AΣ†asåhasrikåprajñå-
påramitå) states:  

A bodhisattva, even when faulted by others, does not 
become disturbed in mind, does not harm them, and does 
not fight with them. Even in the case of killing one does not 
become hostile. One does not have hatred toward any 
sentient being. Bodhisattvas should firmly produce [this] 
disposition. 

As is further taught:  

Bodhisattvas should perceive all sentient beings as mother, 
father, sons, and daughters. As one wishes happiness for 
oneself, [one] should apply happiness to other beings as 
well. One should liberate from suffering all beings without 
exception, not giving up on any sentient being. Even if they 
cut one’s body into one hundred pieces, one produces love 

                                                 
46   Bodhicittavivaraˆa, k. 74-75. Atißa’s Tibetan of these verses differs from 

the Tanjur version: gang dag pha dang ma dang ni / gnyen bshes gyur pas 
bdag la sngon / phan pa byas par gyur pa yi / sems can de dag rnams la ni / 
byas pa bzo bar gyur par bya / 74 / srid pa’i btson rar sems can ni / nyon 
mongs me yis gdungs rnams la / bdag gid sdub bsngal byin pa ltar / de 
bzhin bde ba sbyin par rigs / 75. 

47   Bodhisattvasaµvaraviµßaka, k. 18c: byas la lan du phan mi ’dogs/. Cf. Tatz 
1985: 29: “Not to repay a good turn”.  
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and compassion and does not have malice towards them.48 

From the venerable Óryadeva:  

When fierce harm occurs, one should understand that as 
[one’s own] previous karma. 

If it is the case that one will not do accordingly, 
rudimentary downfalls and faults will occur such as  

“not listening to another’s confession”, “striking out in 
anger”, “blaming others”, “abandoning confession through 
discussing other’s faults”,49 “disdaining those who are 
angry”, “abusing with abusive replies” and so forth.50  

2.6.1.3a [Not letting go beings who suffer (D 101a7–b3)] 

One does not let go of beings who are certainly suffering 
from heat, cold, hunger, thirst, and so forth, the immediate 
[suffering of heinous actions],51 etc., and degenerate vows. When 
seeing them tormented with various sufferings, one does not 
relinquish the mind of compassion. As the Venerable Óryadeva 
states:  

I have heard that a wheel made of iron twelve yojanas long 
revolves on the head; as soon as the mind of awakening 
arises, it is dispelled.52 

                                                 
48   AΣ†asåhasrikåprajñåpåramitå, p. 14: tasmån måt®saµjñå pit®saµjñå 

putrasaµjñå duhit®saµjñå bodhisattvena mahåsattvena sarvasattvånåm 
antike yåvad åtmasaµjñå utpådayitavyå / yathå åtmå sarveˆa sarvaµ 
sarvathå sarvaµ sarvadu˙khebhyo mocayitavya˙ evaµ sarvasattvå˙ 
sarveˆa sarvaµ sarvathå sarvaµ sarvadu˙khebhyo mocayitavyå iti / evaµ 
ca sarvasattveΣu saµjñå utpådayitavyå mayaite sarvasattvå na 
parityaktavyå˙ / mayaite sarvasattvå˙ parimocayitavyå aparimåˆato 
du˙khaskandhåt / na ca mayaiteΣu cittapradoΣa utpådayitavya antaßa˙ 
ßataßo 'pi chidyamåneneti / evaµ hi bodhisattvena mahåsattvena 
cittamutpådayitavyam. 

49   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 600.25 adds: “engaging with an angry mind” (khro 
ba’i sems kyis rjes su ’jug /).  

50   These are bodhisattva downfalls listed in the Bodhisattvasaµvaraviµßaka: 
(k. 7ab) gzhan gyis bsags kyang mi nyan par / khros nas gzhan la ’tshog pa 
dang / (k. 13c) pha rol shad kyis ’chags pa spong / (k. 13ab) gshe la lan du 
gshe la sogs / khros pa rnams ni yal bar ’jog / Tatz, 1985: 28. 

51   The five sins of immediate retribution (ånantaryakarma) are killing one’s 
father, mother, or an arhat, drawing the blood a buddha, and creating a 
schism in the monastic community. See Silk 2007.  

52   Cittavißuddhiprakaraˆa, k. 32: dvådaßayojanavyåsaµ cakraµ vai ßirasi 
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Ócårya AßvaghoΣa says:  

Just as a mother produces anguish for a son tormented by 
illness, likewise a bodhisattva’s love exists especially for 
those who are inferior.53 

Also, Ócårya Bhåvaviveka states:  

At the time of seeing the sorrowful who are overwhelmed 
with grief, compassion arises from the bottom of the heart 
and [one] provides benefit to them.54 

One should look in the s¨tras for the extensive [meaning]. 

2.6.1.3b [Not letting go beings who have the cause of suffering 

(D 101b3–b6)]  

Not letting go of sentient beings who have the cause of 
suffering and so forth means to not let go of the mind that has 
loving compassion. Undermining precepts, performing heinous 
actions, cutting life, and committing various transgressions—one 
should do the opposite from these. The Órya-Sm®tyupasthånas¨tra 
states: 

Whoever, having received good conduct, does not protect 
[it] well: that [person’s] flesh and bones will certainly burn 
in the destructive [hell] of Memarmu. 

And: 

The Noble being who obtains and stands firm in desirable 
qualities, when seeing the breaking of morality, sheds tears 
[thinking] “What rebirth will come of this?”55 

Also, Ócårya Någårjuna says: 

                                                                                                              
bhramat /bodhicittaµ samutpådya apan¥tam iti ßruti˙. 

53   Miyazaki, p. 21n37, cf. Catu˙ßataka, V-11, Sanskrit text is found in the 
SubhåΣitasaµgraha, fol 11, p. 385: glåne putre vißeΣeˆa måtå ’rtå jåyate 
yathå / asatsu bodhisattvånåµ vißeΣeˆa dayå tathå /.  

54   Cf. Madhyamakah®daya III.296cd, 297a, 301ab: aßoka˙ ßokasaµtaptaµ 
prekΣate du˙khitam jagat / 296 /sa tadå karuˆårdreˆa lokam ålokya 
cakΣuΣå/ 297ab /pep¥∂yamåna˙ k®payå taddhitådhånad¥kΣita˙ / 301 a / For 
comments on these verses see Eckel 1992: 27–28, 174–76, 2008: 45–46.  

55   Cf. Gaganagañjaparip®cchå, D (148) pa 323a7-b1: sems can rnyed dang 
’dod gnas pa / tshul khrims ’chal bam thong nas su / de yi ’gro ba cir ’gyur 
zhes / mchi ma’ang rab tu ’byung bar gyi /. Cited in the ÍikΣåsamuccaya, p. 
45.15–16: d®Σ†vå du˙ß¥lasattvåµß cecchålobhapratiΣ†hitån / aßrupåtaµ 
kariΣyåmo gati˙ kåndhasya bhåvitå /.  
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May I always dissuade all at once all beings of any world 
who intend to engage in negativity, without doing them any 
harm.56 

2.6.1.4 [Not letting go of sentient beings in general (D 101b6–

102a3)]  

Generally, not to let go of sentient beings means not to 
relinquish the mind of love. The Órya-Pratibhånamatimahåyåna-
s¨tra states:57  

Bodhisattvas should view all sentient beings like a son. One 
should view them like one’s own body.58 

Also, the Mahåyånas¨trålaµkåra says:  

Like a pigeon who has supreme love for her young, 
embracing them closely to herself, a bodhisattva has love 
like that for sentient beings who suffer.59 

The Vidyottamamahåtantra also states:  

Bodhisattvas do not desire their own happiness, are not 
even bothered by their own sufferings, and suffer because 
of the sufferings of others. If others are happy, then 
bodhisattvas are joyful. 

The Ír¥-Vajra∂åkin¥tantra, as well as the Ír¥paramådi[buddha] 
state:  

For as long as he can, the best wise person bestrides (gnas, 
adhiΣ†håna) existence and for that long he accomplishes 
unequaled good for sentient beings, without passing beyond 
suffering.60 

                                                 
56   English translation of Dunne and McClintock 1997: 69, Ratnåval¥, 5.82: ye 

påpåni cik¥rΣanti sarvalokeΣu vartata˙ / vårayeya[µ niråbådhaµ] tån 
sarvån yugapat sadå /.  

57   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 601.18 cites from the ’phag pa blo gros mi zad pa’i 
mdo.  

58   Miyazaki p. 22n42, Pratibhånamatiparip®cchå, D (151) pa 339a3: (kun tu 
thogs pa med pa’i ’od zer rnams kyi) sems can thams cad bdag dang ’dra 
zhin bu gcig pa’i byis pa dang ’dra bar mthong ba dang /… 

59   The Tibetan here differs from the Sanskrit. Cf Mahåyånas¨trålaµkåra, 
13.22: yathå kapot¥ svasutåtivatsalå svabhåvakåµstånupaguhya tiΣ†hati/ 
tathåvidhåyaµ pratigho virudhyate suteΣu tadvatsak®pe 'pi dehiΣu /. See 
Thurman et al., 2004: 172.  

60   Ír¥paramådyamantrakalpakhaˆ∂a, D (488) ta 173b-34: ci srid ’khor ba’i 
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One should look in the s¨tras for the extensive [meaning of 
this point]. 

2.6.2 [Eight special thoughts of a holy individual (D 102a3–5)]  

The eight special thoughts of a holy individual: (1) Alas! If 
possible may I be able to make sentient beings be without the 
suffering of birth; and likewise (2) without the suffering of aging, 
(3) the suffering of sickness, and (4) the suffering of death. (5) I 
will deliver beings who are not delivered and (6) free those who 
are not free. (7) I will free them from powerful suffering and (8) I 
will lead to nirvåˆa those who have not yet reached nirvåˆa. One 
should continuously be mindful, moment by moment, thinking 
these thoughts.  

2.6.3  [Mastery of the inner method (D 102a3–b1)]  

Mastery of the inner method: Make others’ suffering one’s 
own and clear away the suffering of others with one’s own 
suffering. Exchange (brje ba) others’ suffering with one’s 
happiness; always grieve (gdungs pa) on account of others’ 
suffering. As the Vidyottamamahåtantra states:  

Bodhisattvas are not attached to their own happiness; they 
are not even bothered (mi mjed kyang) by their own 
sufferings. [Their] mind suffers with others’ suffering; 
when others are happy, bodhisattvas are joyful. 

One confesses others’ transgressions as one’s own, rejoices 
in others’ virtue as if it was one’s own, rejoices through making 
one’s own virtue the virtue of others, and dedicates having made 
one’s own virtue the virtue of others.  

2.6.4 [Mastery of the outer method (D 102b1–b2)]  

The mastery of the outer method includes the four means of 
gathering disciples,61 the five objects of knowledge,62 the ten 
                                                                                                              

gnas su ni / mkhas mchog ’dug par ’gyur ba’i tshe / de srid mtshungs med 
sems can don / mya ngan mi ’da’ byed par nus /; cf. Adhyardhaßatikå, k.1: 
yåvad bhavådhiΣ†håne ’tra bhavanti varas¨raya˙ / tåvat sattvårthm atulaµ 
ßakyå kartum aniv®tå˙ /. Also cited in the Bodhipathaprad¥pa-pañjikå 
(Sherburne 2000: 267). 

61   The four means of gathering disciples (bsdu ba’i dngos po, saµgrahavastu) 
are: generosity (dåna), kind words (priyavåditå), beneficial acts 
(arthacaryå), and sympathy (samånårthatå). Mahåvyutpatti, 924–28. 

62   Also known as the five sciences (pañcavidyå): linguistic science (ßabda), 
logical science (hetu), ‘inner’ science (adhyåtma), medical science (cikitså), 
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masteries, the six perfections, the four immeasurables, and so forth. 
[The following activities] mature all sentient beings without 
exception: nurturing, terrifying, seducing, conquering, building, 
and pleasing with presents. 

2.6.5 [Dedication with recitation (D 102b2–103a2)]  

One should avoid relinquishing beings by [reciting] the Rdo 
rje rgyal mtshan gyi bsngo ba bcu pa (The Ten Praises of the 
Noble Vajra Victory Banner), the Bhadracaryå[praˆidhåna], the 
Smon lam nyi shu pa (Twenty Aspirational Prayers) composed by 
Ócårya Någårjuna, and the eleven verses that occur in the Ba tshwa 
chu klung [mdo] (Salty River [s¨tra]) and so forth. As the Órya-
Kåßyapaparivarta states:  

Even for the sake of one’s life, without speaking lies, one 
should stand firm with the superior thought that is 
undeceiving to sentient beings. One should generate the 
perception that individuals who have the mind of 
awakening are teachers. One should mature sentient beings 
who are ready to become established in unsurpassable 
awakening but not ßråvakas or pratyekabuddhas.63 

Likewise the Órya-Avalokiteßvaraparip®cchå states:  

Kulaputra, bodhisattvas who immediately generate the 
mind of awakening should train in seven qualities, and 
should not have sexual enjoyment even with mental 
perception, not to mention joining together the two sexual 
organs. One should not take up with a non-virtuous friend 
even in dreams. With a mind like that of a bird, one should 
be completely without grasping. With mastery in skill and 
wisdom, without grasping at pride and the “I”, abandon 
[conceptions of] existence and non–existence, and firmly 
cultivate the samådhi of emptiness. Pacifying erroneous 
conceptuality, do not take joy in saµsåra. In brief, a mind 

                                                                                                              
and the science of fine arts and crafts (ßilapakarmasthåna). Mahåvyutpatti, 
1554–59. See Gold 2007: 11–16, 20–24.  

63   Cf. Kåßyapaparivarta §4: a j¥vitårthe an®taµ vadanti bhåΣaµti våcaµ sada 
arthayuktåµ måyåya Σå††hyena ca nitya varjitå adhyåßayena sada satva 
paßyati ·bodhåya ye prasthita ßuddhasatvå ßåsteti tån manyati bodhisatvån 
varˆaµ ca teΣåµ bhaˆate caturdißaµ ßåståra saµjñåµ sadupasthapitvå 
yåµß cåpi satvån paripåcayati anuttare jñåne samådapeti cåpi eteΣu 
dharmeΣu pratiΣ†hitånåµ cittaµ na bodhåya kadåci muhyati. 
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in accordance with mindfulness and introspection will not 
be separate from conscientiousness.64 

[And:] 

Befouled by offences due to the fault of lacking awareness, 
[conscientiousness] does not stay in the memory of a mind 
that lacks awareness, like water in a leaky jar.65 

Again: 

Through mindfulness, awareness, and mental introspection 
one does not separate from conscientiousness.66 

This is taught by Ócårya Íåntideva. 

Through not forgetting in each moment of thought and by 
having continual mindfulness, one should apprehend the mind of 
awakening. In the case where one has not acted appropriately— 

not giving wealth or dharma, being stingy (ser sna) to 
suffering protectorless [beings], not offering [dharma] to 
those [who] seek dharma, neglecting to do service [for the] 
sick, not being a friend in need, doing little for the purpose 
of sentient beings67 

                                                 
64   Miyazaki, p. 25n48, Avalokiteßvaraparip®cchåsaptadharmaka, D (150) pa 

331a7-b2: rigs kyi bu sems bskyed ma thag pa’i byang chub sems dpas chos 
bdun la bslab par bya ste / bdun gang zhe na /’di lta ste / rnam par tog pas 
kyang ’dod pa la sten par mi byed na dbang po gnyis sbyor blta smos kyang 
ci dgos / tha na rmi lam gyi nang du yang mi dge ba’i bshes gnyen bsten par 
mi byed pa dang / bya dang ’dr ba’i sems kyis yongs su ’dzin pa med par 
bya ba dang / thabs dang shes rab la mkhas pas nga rgyal dang / ngar ’dzin 
pa med par bya ba dang /dngos po dang / dngos po med pa spangs nas 
stong pa nyid kyi rnam par thar pa brtan po dang ldan par bya ba dang / 
yang dag par bden pa ma yin pa’i kun du rtog pa’i shes pa sgyu ma dang / 
rmi lam dang ’dra bar ’khor ba las mngon par dga’ bar bya ba ma yin pa 
dang / rgyu dang ’bras bu la skur bag dab par mi bya ba ste /.  

65   Atißa cites two half-verses in inverse order from the Bodhicaryåvatåra 
(5.26cd, 25cd) making it difficult to determine the subject of the citation. 
The Sanskrit of the regular order of the half-verses is as follows: 

  sacchidrakumbhajalavanna sm®tåvavatiΣ†hate / 5.25cd/ 
 asaµprajanyadoΣeˆa bhavanty åpattikaßmalå˙ / 5.26 /. 
66   ÍikΣåsamuccaya, 27 cbd: apramådåviyojanåt /sm®tyåtha samprajanyena 

yonißaßcintanena ca. 
67   Bodhisattvasaµvaraviµßaka: (k.10c) chos ’dod pa la sbyin mi byed / (17dc) 

dgos pa’i grogs su ’gro mi byed / nad pa’i rim gro bya ba spong /(11b) sems 
can don la bya ba chung /. See Tatz 1985: 28–29. 
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—that is how major transgressions and faults will occur. 

2.7 [Protecting the mind of awakening (D 103a2–103b4)]  

Completely protecting the mind of awakening: One should 
guard against forgetting, undermining, and giving up [the mind of 
awakening]. As the Órya-Kåßyapaparivarta states:  

Causing those without regret to have regret; deceiving the 
preceptor, teacher, and objects of genorsity; not having the 
superior thought in abundance; deceiving and agitating 
sentient beings; and insulting individuals who have 
generated the mind [of awakening].68 

As the Órya-Sarvapuˆyasamuccayasamådhi states: 

Son Without Desire! With four qualities [one] will forget 
the mind of awakening: excessive conceit, not respecting 
the dharma, disregarding the spiritual friend, and saying 
bad words; and four further: making acquaintance with 
ßråvakas and pratyekabuddhas, admiring (mos) the inferior 
vehicle, having anger toward and slandering (sdang zhing 
skur pa ’debs pa) bodhisattvas, and pretending not to know 
the dharma (chos la dpe mkhyud byed pa); and four further: 
being deceptive [to someone else], deceiving [with one’s 
own faults], being duplicitous to the guru, and having great 
attachment to profit (rnyed pa) and honor (bkur sti); and 
four further: not understanding evil action, [being] 
obscured with the obscurations of karma, [having] no 
fortitude for the altruistic attitude, and [being] without 
skillful means and wisdom. These will cause [one] to forget 
the mind of awakening.69 

The Sågaranågaråjaparip®cchå states:  

King of Någas! That wisdom of all–knowledge is free from 
the twenty–two bad paths and wrong paths: (1) not being 
free from the mentality of ßråvakas and not being free from 

                                                 
68   Kåßyapaparivarta §3, (caturbhi˙ kåßyapa dharmai˙ samanvågatasya 

bodhisattvasya bodhicittaµ muhyati katamaiß caturbhi˙) yad utåcåryaguru 
dåkΣin¥yavisaµvådanatayå pareΣam akok®{i}tye 
kauk®tyaupasaµhåraˆatayå mahåyånasamprasthitånåµ ca sattvånåm 
avarˆåyaßak¥rtißabdaßlokanißcåraˆatayå måyåΣå††hyena ca param 
upacarati nådhyåßayena ebhi˙ kåßyapa caturbhi˙ dharmai˙ 
samanvågatasya bodhisattvasya bodhicittaµ muhyati. 

69   Miyazaki, p. 28n56, Sarvapuˆyasamuccayasamådhi, D (134) na 101a4–7.  
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the mentality of pratyekabuddhas, (2) [having] pride and 
excessive conceit, (3) deceiving others and self–deception, 
(4) conversing with nihilists, (5) [engaging in] erroneous 
practice, (6) being frightened by birth, (7) being swollen 
with pride, (8) [engaging in] argument, (9) [having] 
passsionate attachment, (10) [having] hatred, (11) [being] 
ignorant, (12) [encountering] obstacles of karma, (13) 
[encountering] obstacles of [powerful] dharmas, (14) 
praising oneself and demeaning others, (15) not wanting to 
share the dharma, (16) being forgetful, (17) [consorting 
with] sinful friends, (18) [having] a hateful attitude to the 
spiritual teacher, (19) not being harmonious with the six 
perfections, (20) [having the extremes] of nihilism and 
permanency, (21) [performing] the four means of 
conversion with non–mastery of skillful means and (22) not 
separating from all sins. With these [one] will forget the 
mind of awakening. 

Also, the Gaˆ∂havy¨ha states:  

Hey! Sons of the Victorious One, [I] do not see a greater 
karmic retribution than negative thoughts occurring among 
bodhisattvas. 

Likewise, one should look in s¨tras that speak extensively 
on this, such as the Íraddhåbalådhånåvatåramudrå.  

2.8 [The causes for downfalls to occur (D 103b4–103b7)]  

The causes for downfalls to occur: being without a lineage, 
having little compassion, not being frightened by the misery of 
saµsåra, being under the influence of evil friends, thinking that 
highest awakening is far away, being overpowered by Måra, 
serving an individual of the inferior vehicle, making effort in the 
texts of the small vehicle (theg pa chung ngu’i gzhung), 
abandoning sentient beings, uttering insults and having hostility 
toward bodhisattvas, and not abandoning a position unharmonious 
with the mind of awakening. Furthermore, [there is] being without 
awareness, without conscientiousness, without humility, and 
having many defilements. 

2.9 [The negative consequence of letting go (D 103b7–104a1)]  

 The negative consequence (nyes dmigs) of letting go: If the 
sentient beings of the trichiliocosm became arhats and [one] were 
to kill all of them, and also perform the five heinous actions, the sin 
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of letting go would be even greater. Moreover, the number of dust 
particles that pervade the limits of space is known by the Buddha, 
but the measure of this sin— just this—cannot be known by the 
Buddha. [One] should look in the s¨tras, Bodhicaryåvatåra, and so 
forth for the extensive meaning of this.  

2.10 [The benefit of rejoicing in others’ generation of the mind 

of awakening (D 104a1–104a3)] 

As for the benefit of rejoicing in others’ generation of the 
mind [of awakening], [there is this] from the Eight Thousand Verse 
Mother (AΣ†asåhasrikåprajñåpåramitå): 

The measurable number of all the world realms is 
knowable, but as for the benefit of making others enter into 
generating… 

— one should look at Mahåyåna s¨tras and the 
Bodhicaryåvatåra— 

…even the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions 
are not able to cognize. The measure of merit made by 
rejoicing in others’ generation of the mind of awakening is 
unknowable.70 

One should look in the s¨tras for the extensive [meaning].71  

2.11 [The negative consequence of interrupting others’ 

generation of mind. (D 104a3–104a6)] 

As for the negative consequence of interrrupting others’ 
generation of mind, the Kußalam¨lasaµparigraha [states]: 

Íåradvat¥putra, a person who desires to interrupt the 
generation of mind or causes interruption, Íåradvat¥putra, 
will have no opportunity for nirvåˆa. 

Likewise, the AΣ†asåhasrikå [prajñåpåramitå] states: 

It is a greater sin than performing the five heinous actions 
and killing as many arhats as there are sands of the Ganges 

                                                 
70 Cf AΣ†asåhasrikå, p. 216: syåt khalu puna˙ kaußika ßakyeta 

trisåhasramahåsåhasre lokadhåtau tulyamåne palågreˆa pramåˆaµ 
grah¥tuµ, na tve va kaußika tasya kulaputrasya vå kuladuhitur vå 
bodhisattvasya mahåsattvasyånumodanåsahagatasya cittotpådasya 
puˆyapramåˆaµ grah¥tum /. 

71   The preceding irregular sequence of citation follows the order given in the 
Tibetan.  
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river [in] three thousand world systems. 

Also, the Bodhicaryåvatåra states:  

Whoever interrupts and hinders the merit of generating the 
mind of awakening, becomes inadequate for the purposes 
of sentient beings; limitless are the bad migrations of that 
[person].72 

One should look in the s¨tras for the extensive meaning. 

2.12 [Increasing the Mind of Awakening (D 104a6–105b1)]  

2.12.1 [Increasing the Mind of Awakening] 

Increasing of the mind of awakening: That mind itself, the 
mind of awakening, increases in three aspects: the mind of 
awakening [increases by way of] the discipline of vows (saµvara–
ß¥la), the discipline of collecting virtuous dharmas 
(kußaladharmasaµgråhaka–ß¥la), and the discipline of effecting 
the aims of sentient beings (sattvårthakriyå–ß¥la). For example, 
like the gradual increase of the waxing moon, this mind will also 
increase.  

Moreover, since it is superior by [virtue of] its vast and 
extensive purity, causes great benefit, and is virtuous itself, 
the pure thought is the superior thought (adhyåßaya). 

This is taught in the Mahåyånas¨trålaµkåra.73 The superior 
thought is like the beginning of the moon (zla ba tshes) and is also 
called the engaging mind of awakening. 

2.12.2  [Three Aspects of Conduct] 

The Í¥lapa†alam [in Asa∫ga’s Bodhisattvabh¨mi] states that 
conduct has three aspects: naturally endowed conduct (prak®ti–
ß¥la), accustomed conduct (abhyasta–ß¥la), and conduct [based on] 
accepting vows (samåtta–ß¥la). 

2.12.2.1 [Naturally Endowed Conduct]  

Regarding naturally endowed conduct: All sentient beings 
have a single lineage, possess the essence of the Tathågata 
(tathågatagarbha), and possess the Mahåyåna lineage. Although 
one may have the fortune to succeed when practicing, nevertheless, 

                                                 
72   Bodhicaryåvatåra, 4.9: yo’pyanya˙ kΣaˆamapyasya puˆyavighnaµ 

kariΣyati /tasya durgatiparyanto nåsti sattvårthadhåtina˙ /. 
73   Citation not identified. 
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[the lineage] remains covered with four types of faults. As the 
Mahåyånas¨trålaµkåra states: 

Briefly, the fault of lineage is expressed in four aspects: 
being accustomed to defilements, having bad friends, being 
destitute, and being under the power of another.74 

This said, the individual who possesses the lineage naturally 
has great compassion and naturally possesses in the mental 
continuum the virtues of the perfections called ‘naturally endowed 
conduct’. 

2.12.2.2  [Accustomed Conduct]  

Accustomed conduct has three aspects: from a past life up 
to this life one has great familiarity with the great vehicle, has 
moderate familiarity, or [one] has been accustomed from 
immeasurable previous lives. For this reason Maitreya states: 

Venerating the buddhas, producing roots of virtue under 
them, being protected by the spiritual friend: this is the 
vessel who hears [the teaching]. 

Engaging in proper worship and respect of the buddhas, 
and practicing giving, morality, and so forth: that one is 
understood by the holy ones as a vessel.75 

2.12.2.3  [Discipline]  

In this regard, [there is] the discipline based on properly 
accepting vows: the preceptor (slob dpon), having examined well 
by way of three examinations, should bestow discipline according 
to the level of the vessel. For the aforementioned individual, the 
preceptor should give the [vows related to] the four great basic 
downfalls of the PråtimokΣa, along with the accompanying lesser 
[restrictions], the four similar downfalls of the Mahåyåna, and the 
forty-six minor downfalls. For the moderate individual [i.e., an 
individual with moderate familiarity with Mahåyåna], one should 
bestow the vows of that moderate individual. On top of that, [one] 
should bestow [vows related to] the eighteen root downfalls of the 

                                                 
74   kleßåbhyåsa˙ kumitratvaµ vidhåta˙ paratantratå / 
  gotrasyåd¥navo jñeya˙ samåsena caturvidha˙/ Mahåyånas¨trålaµkåra, 3.7. 
75   Cf. Abhisamayålaµkåra, 4.6, 7abd: k®tådhikårå buddheΣu teΣ¨ptaßubha-

m¨lakå˙/ mitrai˙ sanåthå˙ kalyåˆair asyå˙ ßravaˆabhåjanam/ 
buddhopåsanasaµpraßnadånaß¥lådicaryayå/ (udgrahadhåraˆåd¥nåµ) 
bhåjanatvaµ satåµ matam /. 
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Ókåßagarbha and so forth, and the fourteen faults mentioned by 
Ócårya Íåntideva. For the third individual, in addition to these, the 
four hundred disciplines that are taught in the Saptaßatikå and the 
precepts of the bodhisattva path of accumulation that are taught in 
the Mahåyåna s¨tras should be maintained. As for one on the path 
of accumulation, the discipline of vows is foremost. For the person 
on the path of preparation, the discipline that collects virtuous 
qualities is foremost. For the person who is beyond the worldly 
path, the discipline that achieves the purpose of sentient beings is 
foremost. If you calculate (rtsis na) in the continuum of a single 
individual, the individual at the time of the small path of 
accumulation should make effort in the precepts of the first [type]. 
The individual at the time of the moderate path of accumulation 
should make efforts in the precepts of the moderate [individual]. 
The third individual should make effort in the precepts of the third 
[type]. Intending the aforementioned accustomed discipline, the 
Prasådaprabhåvanå states:  

The bodhisattva-follower with predispositions for faith in 
the Mahåyåna follows in this way: whether moving, sitting, 
sleeping, sick, drunk, or crazy, one will always have faith 
in the Mahåyåna. The bodhisattva, adhering faithfully to the 
great vehicle in this life as well as future lives, will—even 
if they have forgotten the mind of awakening in those 
lives—not be in an inferior situation or a have mind that 
has inferior fortune. [The bodhisattva] will not even be 
tempted to identify with pratyekabuddhas, Íråvakas, and 
evil friends. How can they be tempted by other t¥rthikas? 
When one comes across even a small condition for faith in 
the Mahåyåna, [one] will swiftly and continuously produce 
strong faith in the Mahåyåna for that purpose. Therefore, 
inclinations to faith in the Mahåyåna will increase in later 
lives, up until unsurpassable fully complete awakening.76 

                                                 
76   Miyazaki, p. 34n66; Mahåyånaprasådaprabhåvanå, D (144) pa 15a6–b3: 

rig kyi bu ’di la byang chub sems dpa’ rnams kyi theg pa chen po’i phyir 
theg pa chen po la dad pa’i bag chags byang chub sems dpa’i gnas la rje su 
’brang ba de ni ’di ltar rjes su ’brang ste / ’di lta ste / ’gro ’am ’dug gam 
nyal lam gnyid kyis log gam / ra ro’am / smyos kyang rung ste / rtag tu theg 
pa chen po la dad pa de dang ldan par ’gyur ro / byang chub sems dpa’ tshe 
rabs gzhan du rjes te / theg pa chen po la dad pa de brjed du zin kyang 
dman pa skal pa mi mnyam pa’i sems bskyed pa’i tshul can ma yin pas / 
bshes gnyen ngan pa nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas dang ’dre bas kyang 
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2.13 [The Benefits of the Mind of Awakening (D 105b1–106a1)]  

In this regard, the benefits of the mind of awakening have 
two aspects; these are: (1) the benefit of aspiration (praˆidhåna) 
and (2) the benefit of engaging (prasthåna).  

2.13.1 [The Benefits of the Aspiration]  

The benefits of aspiration are limitless. In brief, [the mind 
of awakening] does not cut off the continuous lineage of the three 
jewels in the world. It is the seed or cause of all virtuous actions, 
destroying sin, uplifting from downfalls, and rendering non–
existent all interruptions, epidemics (rims), devils (mi ma), and so 
forth. The Kußalam¨lasaµparigraha states:   

Íåradvat¥putra, firstly, the heap of merit of the mind of 
awakening is not merely a common or minor matter. 
Accordingly, one is not able to proclaim [the merit] even in 
a hundred, a thousand, or a hundred thousand aeons. How 
could one know the measurement of the merit of 
bodhisattvas’ generation of the mind [of awakening]? 

And also, the AΣ†asåhasrikå states:  

The merit is greater in someone generating the mind of 
awakening for one day, half a day, or a finger snap than [in] 
someone possessed of substantialist views creating for an 
aeon the roots of merit [equal to] the sands of the Ganges 
River. 

Also the Bodhicaryåvatåra states: 

If those who are bound in the prison of saµsåra generate 
the mind of awakening for one moment, they will be 
proclaimed a ‘Son of the Sugata,’ and will be venerated by 
gods and men in the world. 

Seizing this impure form [the mind of awakening], 
transform it into the priceless image of the Buddha-gem. 
Grasp tightly the supreme elixir, the mind of awakening, 

                                                                                                              
’phrog par mi ’gyur na / gzhan mu steg can gyi lta ’phrogs par ga la ’gyur / 
theg pa chen po’i phyir theg pa chen po la dad pa’i rkyen chung ngu zhig 
rnyed pas kyang myur ba dang / shas che ba dang / rgyun gyis theg pa chen 
po’i phyir theg pa chen po la dad pa skied do / de’i theg pa chen po’i phyir 
theg pa chen po la dad pa’i bag chags rjes su ’brel pa de yang tshe rabs 
tshe rabs su rnam par ’phel te / bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i 
byang chub kyi bar du ’gyur ro /.  
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which must be thoroughly transmuted.77 

2.13.2 [The Benefit of Engaging]  

The benefit of the engaging mind is stated in the 
Bodhicaryåvatåra:  

Although the result of the mind that aspires for awakening 
is great within the cycle of existence, it is not a source of 
uninterrupted merit like the mind that engages.78  

And further,  

From that moment on, an uninterrupted stream of merit, 
equal to the sky, constantly arises, even when one is asleep 
or distracted.79 

Regarding the benefits of both of these, one should look for 
the extensive meaning in the Bodhicaryåvatåra, the Gaˆ∂avy¨ha-
s¨tra,80 and the Bodhisattvabh¨mi and so forth, as well as in the 
s¨tras.  

3  [Buddhas and bodhisattvas (D 106a1–112b3)]  

3.1 [The Activities of buddhas and bodhisattvas] 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas do not have any extensive 
activity other than delivering beings from saµsåra. Ócårya 
Någårjuna states:  

The excellence of the purpose of others is accepted as the 
foremost result [of awakening]. Other than buddhahood 
itself and so forth, these other [benefits] are asserted as the 
result of this goal [i.e., awakening].81 

                                                 
77   Bodhicaryåvatåra, 1.9–10:      
  Bhavacårakabandhano  varåka˙  sugatånåµ  suta   ucyate   kΣaˆena/ 
  sanaråmaralokavandan¥yo    bhavati      smodita      eva    bodhicitte /9/ 
  aßucipratimåm  imåµ  g®h¥två jinaratnapratimåµ karoty anarghåµ / 
  rasajåtam at¥va vedhan¥yaµ sud®∂haµ g®hˆata bodhicittasaµjñaµ /10/.  
78   Bodhicaryåvatåra 1.17:  
  bodhipraˆidhicittasya   saµsåre 'pi    phalaµ   mahat / 
  na tv  avicchinnapuˆyatvaµ  yathå prasthånacetasa˙ /. 
79   Bodhicaryåvatåra 1.19: 
  tata˙  prabh®ti  suptasya   pramattasy   åpy  anekaßa˙ / 
  avicchinnå˙ puˆyadhårå˙ pravartante nabha˙samå˙ /. 
80   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (607.14–15) adds this line: de gnyis kyi phan yon ni 

spyod pa la ’jug pa dang / sdong po bkod pa dang /.  
81   Miyazaki, p. 36n72; Kud®Σ†inirghåtana, k.3: 
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Therefore, the body of a buddha, [the interior body] of 
awareness (jñåna), qualities, and activities are completed from just 
effecting only that—the aim of others. [It is explained] as follows:  

In other previous inexpressible [numbers of] kalpas, the 
Bhagavat, the Protector of the Íåkyas, was awakened as the 
tathågata, the arhat, the fully complete buddha called 
“Crown of Indra” (Indraketu), and presently will awaken 
again (yang sangs rgyas pa). Likewise, Órya-
Avalokiteßvara, in other countless kalpas, completely and 
fully awakened as a fully complete buddha, arhat, tathågata 
called “Dharma Banner” (Dharmadhvaja). Now in 
S¨khavati with the Bhagavan Amitåbha from the evening 
til the dawn of nirvåˆa, Avalokiteßvara will become 
awakened.82  

And: 

In previous kalpas equal to ninety–two times the [number 
of] sands of the Ganges river, the venerable Vajrapåˆi 
became awakened as the Tathågata Lamp of Wisdom (ye 
shes sgron ma). Now, after the present fortunate kalpa 
(bhadrakalpa) itself, he will awaken as the Tathågata 
Diamond Power (rdo rje rtsal).83 

In this regard, [there is] no beginning and no end to 
saµsåra, Órya-Mañjußr¥ also has no beginning. He is the 
primordial buddha (ådibuddha).84 [He is] the gnostic mind of all 

                                                                                                              
  parårthasaµpad buddhånåµ phalaµ mukhyatamaµ matam /  
  buddhatvådi   yad   anyat   tu   tådarthyåt   phalam  iΣyate / Cited in the 

Ekasm®tyupadeßa, D (3928) ki 95a6-7, see Sherburne 2000: 416–17. 
82   Miyazaki, p.37n73, cf. Måyopamasamådhi, D (130) da 227a7–b2: rigs kyi 

bu de ltar de bzhin gshegs pa ’od dpag med yongs su my ngan las ’das nas 
dam pa’i chos nub ma thag pa’i mtshan mo reng ’char ba’i dus kyi tshe 
byang chub sems dpa’ sems pa’ chen po spyan ras gzigs dbang phyug rin po 
che du ma’i bkod pa’i byang chub kyi shing drung du ’dug nas bla na med 
pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub mgnon par rdzogs par ’tshang 
rgya’o / de mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas nas ’od zer kun nas ’phags 
pa’i dpal brtsegs rgyal po zhes bya bar ’gyur ro /.  

83   Miyazaki, p. 37n74, cf. Tathågatåcintyaguhyanirdeßa, D (47) ka 166b4-
167a1.  

84   The following lines explain how Atißa construes Mañjußr¥ to be an 
Ódhibuddha, an “all-pervasive lord” who pervades all buddha families and 
who pervades different systems. For a similar discussion of how Mañjußr¥ 
appears according to the different systems of ßråvaka, påramitå, and tantra 
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the buddhas of the three times without exception. All buddhas are 
grouped into six families. At the heart of the six families, 
VajratikΣna (rdo rje rnon po, i.e., Mañjußr¥) and so forth dwell as 
jñånasattvas. Samantabhadra Mañjuvajra is the chief deity of the 
Guhyasamåjatantra. Mañjußr¥ is the foremost deity of the 
Yamåntaka maˆ∂ala85 and Ír¥-Vajrabhairava [a wrathful form of 
Mañjußr¥] appears as Heruka. [Mañjußr¥] is made chief maˆ∂ala 
deity of the Abhidhana explanatory tantra of Ír¥-Cakrasaµvara, 
and [he is known as] Lion Sound, Kumuda, Good Youth, 
Mañjußr¥kumårabh¨ta, and so forth. [Mañjußr¥] appears according 
to the aspiration of the spiritual trainee.86  Currently, the 
MañjußrikΣetravy¨has¨tra teaches that he will be awakened in the 
eastern direction. Buddhas and bodhisattvs do not relinquish 
sentient beings until reaching the end of saµsåra; they perform 
extensive activity of body, speech, and mind, the twenty–seven 
extensive activities, the thirty-five extensive activities,87 the three 
great manifestations and so forth, continuously delivering the 
sentient beings of saµsåra from saµsåra without exhausting [their 
number]—because saµsåra is without end. In order to clarify this 
meaning, Órya-Avalokiteßvara, from his commitment to draw out 
sentient beings from saµsåra, has the Bhagavan Amitåbha 
dwelling at the top of his head. [This is] due to the time his head 
split open when perceiving the realm of sentient beings. All 
buddhas and bodhisattvas accept immeasurable hardships on their 
bodies for the purpose of all sentient beings. In this way, even 
Bhagavan Íåkyamuni, [as shown] in the Jåtaka tales, renounced 
[the world], practiced great giving, discipline, patience, energetic 
diligence, and concentration, and accepted immeasurable hardships 
on his bodies for three countless [kalpas], for the sake of sentient 

                                                                                                              
based on the exegesis of Rong-zom-pa see Almogi 2009: 125–28, 127n307.  

85   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (608.8) reads: dpal gshin rje’ gshed kyi rgyud kyi 
lha’i ’khor lo mdzad pa dang /.  

86   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (608.11) first section ends at this point and begins 
again at p. 793.23; see the Appendix for section headings and page 
numbers.  

87   At this point and in section 3.2, although the numbers are not exactly the 
same, Atißa refers to the extensive activities of bodhisattvas in twenty-seven 
forms listed in the Abhisamayålaµkåra (8.40b, dharmakåyasya karmedaµ 
saptaviµßatidhå matam) and in thirty-two forms (dvatriµßadåkåraµ 
bodhisattvakarma) listed in the Ratnagotravibhåga (See Mathes 2008: 
308ff).  
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beings. The Ba tshwa chu klung mdo (Salty River S¨tra) states: 

Wives, son, kingdom, great power, flesh, blood, fat, body, 
and eyes I have given based on the happiness of others.88 
Anything beneficial to sentient beings is the highest 
worship for me. If one does harm to sentient beings, one 
does harm to me.89 

[This] and other statements were spoken [in] eleven stanzas.  

Even recently in this Jampudv¥pa [continent], the head of 
Ócårya Någårjuna was given away, Ócårya Óryadeva gave his eye, 
Ócårya Mat®ceta AßvaghoΣa gave [his] body to a tigress, and my 
guru, the Brahman Jetåri, died right at the time of giving his broken 
leg to a tigress.90 Those [great] beings have trained in the mind of 
awakening that is moistened with love and compassion. The best 
bodhisattva produces the mind of awakening very deeply on the 
path of preparation (prayogamårga). In this way, the 
Bodhisattvabh¨mi states:  

 On the bh¨mi of conceptual understanding before the 
path of seeing, one who is firm in the roots of virtue 
produces the mind of awakening.91 

Therefore, since bodhisattvas need to cherish others, one 
should train the mind of awakening by exchanging self and others. 
Previously, when sitting in the forest of Somapur¥, I was directly 
taught by92 Lokeßvara, “Kulaputra, if desiring the goals of others, 
to be quickly awakened you must make effort in expanding and 
training the mind of awakening”; having said [this he] disappeared. 
Furthermore, while circumambulating at Vajråsana (Bodhgayå), 

                                                 
88   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (794.10) adds: gang gis sems can gtses na nga la 

gtses pa yin /.  
89   Miyazaki, p. 39n75; Sattvårådhanagåthå, D (1125) ka 74b7–75a1: chung 

ma dag dang bu dang ’byor dang rgyal srid chen po dang / sha rnams dang 
ni khrag dang tshil dang mig dang lus rnams kyang / gang la brtse ba’i 
dbang du byas nas nga yi yongs btang ba / des na de la gnod pa byas na 
ngag la gnod byas ’gyur /.  

90   See Ohnuma (2007) regarding the giving away of the body in Indian 
Buddhist literature.  

91  Bodhisattvabh¨mi (Dutt 223): tatrådhimukticaryåvihåriˆåµ sarvåkåra-
s¨pacitakußalam¨lånåµ [samåsata˙ samyagbodhisattvacaryåniryåtånåµ 
bodhisattvånåµ] taccittamutpadyate/. 

92   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (794.21) adds: rje btsun. 
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the Venerable Tårå and the Venerable Wrathful One said, 
“Kulaputra,93 if you desire to be awakened quickly, endeavor in the 
mind of awakening”. Further, when I was staying in Vajråsana 
(Bodhagayå), [someone shouted] from a window, “Bhadanta, if 
you desire to train in the mind of awakening, you should be 
accustomed to love and compassion”. Also, the venerable guru94 
Ser ling pa taught, “ÓyuΣman, you should train the mind of 
awakening that arises from love and compassion. If [you] do not 
train in that, Yog¥ of Bengal, [you] will not succeed”. 

The mind of awakening is the root of all qualities of the 
great vehicle: it is the cause, it is the seed. The Ír¥-
Vairocanåbhisambodhi[tantra] states: 

The cause of omniscience is the mind of awakening; its root 
is great95 compassion.96 

With mindfulness and mental introspection on each 
moment of thought, [one] should continuously generate the mind 
of awakening with love and compassion. As it is said in [the 
Vairocanåbhisambodhi] tantra: 

When it has degenerated, there are four qualities that are 
unsuitable for regaining [this mind of awakening]: giving 
up the mind of awakening, causing harm to sentient beings, 
abandoning the quality the holy dharma,97 and stinginess.98 

Regarding this, if the mind of awakening does not 
degenerate, then it is possible to regain the three [other qualities]. If 
the [mind of awakening] degenerates, it will not be possible to 

                                                 
93   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (794.24) adds rigs kyi bu.  
94   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (795.1) adds bla ma.  
95   “Great” is missing from Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (795.5).  
96   Mahåvairocanåbhisambodhi, D (494) tha 153a5: rgyu ni byang chub kyi 

sems so / rtsa ba ni snying rjed chen po’o / Cf. Bhåvanåkrama I: tad eta 
sarvajñajñånaµ karuˆåm¨laµ bodhicittahetukam /.  

97   Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (795.8) adds dam pa’i chos spong ba dang /.  
98   Miyazaki, p.40n78: Vairocanåbhisambodhi, D (494) tha 220a5–7: ’dus ma 

byas pa’i tshul khrims kyi phung po bla na med pa de bzhin gshegs pas 
bsngags pa la gnas te / ’dus byas kyi tshul khrims l a thabs dang shes rab 
kyis yongs su zin par spyod cing / ltung ba’i rtsa ba bzhi ni srogs gyi phyir 
yongs su nyams par mi bya’o / bzhi gang zhe na /’di lta ste/ dam pa’i chos 
spong ba dang / byang chub kyi sems gtong ba dang / ser sna byed pa dang/ 
sems can la gnod pa byed pa’o /.  
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regain [it] even if the other three [qualities] have not degenerated. 
Thus, one should master the cause of arising and one should be 
very firm in holding, developing, purifying, and increasing it. For 
the extensive meaning of this one should look in the Órya-
Maitreyåvatåras¨tra, the Någåråjasaraparip®cchå, the Sarva-
puˆyasamuccayas¨tra, the Ókåßagarbhaparip®cchå, and so forth.  

First, one should protect, as one protects the eyeball, the 
three trainings of pledged vows. The training of discipline should 
be protected like the tail of a yak. Having realized cause and effect, 
one should not waste [time] because death will definitely [come] 
quickly. Life within Jampudv¥pa is without certainty. Now, since it 
is the degenerate time, there is no ability to remain for a long 
time.99 One should recollect death. One [should] meditate [that] 
since all inner and outer phenomena are caught by the three types 
of impermanence,100 [they] quickly and definitely will be 
nonexistent. One should purify with the four powers101 all 
downfalls and obscurations. Moreover, when generating the mind 
of awakening it is purifying,  

Entering into the great vehicle, even Íråvakas are turned 
away from harm; by generating love and compassion102 
[one] loves sentient beings like a son. This purifies 
previously committed transgressions. 

Ócårya Någårjuna taught this.  

Purify by reciting particular dhåraˆ¥s, and confess the 
downfalls [listed] in the Karmåvaraˆapratiprasrabdhi, the 
Triskandhakas¨tra, and so forth. A s¨tra teaches that it is purifying 
when one understands that downfalls and obscurations themselves 
are unproduced. It is imperative to view in a purifying manner 
when cognizing the equality of all things. Because buddhahood 
                                                 
99   Miyazaki, p. 98n74, notes the five impure conditions of degenerate time 

(pañcakaΣåyå˙): the impurity of life (åyu˙), the impurity of view (d®Σ†i), the 
impurity of defilements (kleßa), the impurity of beings (sattva), and the 
impurity of time (kalpa) (Mahåvyutpatti, 2335–40).  

100  The three types of impermanence are changeability, disintegration, and 
separation.  

101  The four powers consist of the power of the support (rten gyi stobs), the 
power of antidote (gnyen po kun spyod kyi stobs), the power of regret (rnam 
par gsun ’byin pai stobs), the power of turning away from future faults 
(nyes pa las slang ldog pa’i stobs).  

102  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (795.20) reads byams dang snying rje skyed pa’i sa /.  
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arises from relying on sentient beings, sentient beings should be 
construed as foremost. The Madhyamakatarkajvålå states: 

Those who are bound by the noose of expecting the result 
will search for and choose the field of giving. Others who, 
for the purpose of pacifying the suffering of the sick, 
hungry, and so forth, give while not counting the recipient 
will cognize the equality [of] dharma[s]. As is said in the 
s¨tra in another [way]: “By one dharma a bodhisattva will 
quickly become fully awakened, engaging the equalizing 
mind to all sentient beings, and not discriminating. [If] that 
bodhisattva [thinks,] ‘the three jewels are the field of my 
good qualities but animals and so forth are not’, he will not 
cognize the equality of dharmatå (‘suchness’). With that 
[view], the three jewels and the guru are the good field of 
giving, but animals and so forth are not. Like a seed planted 
in a dry dusty field, that mind will not grow into the quality 
of a bodhisattva”. By teaching thus, the bodhisattva makes 
firm the superior thought. With the mental continuum 
moistened by compassion, [bodhisattvas] do not 
discriminate the field of giving”.103 

The Tarkajvålå teaches this.  

[This is] also taught in verses that satisfy sentient beings 
drawn from the Ba tshwa chu klung mdo (Salty River S¨tra) by 
Ócårya Någårjuna, and taught in other s¨tras of the great vehicle. 
As King Indrabh¨ti states: 

With equanimity to all beings, one should generate a 
perfect mind.104 Anybody who abides without equanimity 
[in regards to sentient beings] will not generate that 

                                                 
103  Miyazaki, p. 42n80: Tarkajvålå, ad Madhyamakah®daya 2.5, D (3856) dza 

51a7-b3: ’bras bu la re ba’i zhags pas bcings pa’i blo gros can dag zhing 
’tshol bar yang byed la / gang gzhan dag gis bkres pa la sogs pa’i sdug 
bsngal nye bar zhi bar bya ba tsam kho na la dmigs nas snod la mi rtog par 
snyoms par sbyin pa sbyin par byed pa des chos nyid mnyam par yang rtog 
par’ gyur te / ji skad du gzhon nu chos bcig gis byang chub sems dpa’ myur 
du bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub mngon par rdzogs 
par ’tshang rgya ste /’ di lta ste sems can thams cad la sems myam pa nyid 
do zhes bya ba dang / de bzhin du gal te byang chu sems dpa’ ‘di snyam du 
de bzhin gshegs pa nib dag gi yon gnas yin gyi dud’ gro ni ma yin no snyam 
du sems na / byang chub sems dpa’ chos su mi’ gyur ro zhes bya ba la sogs 
pa gsung pa lta bu’o /. 

104  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (796.11) reads yang dag pos ni bskyed par bya /.  
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wisdom that liberates in the beginning, middle, and end.105  

One with dull faculties, a fresh beginner—who has not 
trained the mind, who is not familiar with compassion, and who 
has little compassion—discriminates the field of giving. As 
extensively taught in the dharma commentaries, s¨tras, and 
tantras, a beginner, when not in contemplation, makes sure to 
attain mental introspection and mindfulness in all activities on the 
path of preparation (prayoga–mårga). For even as long as a finger 
snap one should not reside with vulgar individuals. [One should] 
abandon foolish speech and give sacrificial cakes continually to 
hungry ghosts. One should read and recite the prajñåpåramitå 
[s¨tras]. Until attaining supernatural knowledge (abhijñå), one 
should not teach dharma. Not relinquishing sentient beings or 
abiding in emptiness, one should have those qualities that have 
been discussed and are blessed by the Sugata. Even at the time of 
the dream mind one should not be separate from compassion. One 
should [perform] all temporal [activities] of the preparatory path as 
taught in the Órya-Ratnamegha. Definitely one should satisfy other 
[beings]. With little desire and sufficient knowledge, one should be 
disciplined and peaceful. One should suppress the eight worldly 
dharmas.106 One should possess and strengthen the ten virtues.107 
One should have little grasping or attachment to any object. One 
should increase the antidotes for the subsidiary defilements and 
[root] defilements on account of the equality of all dharmas.108 
When seeing others’ suffering, if one is ordained, one should give 
away non-monastic necessities. If one is a layperson, one should 
give without attachment to necessities.  

My body and wealth, and the virtues I have produced in the 
three times, should be given without attachment for the 

                                                 
105  Jñånasiddhi, 8.24cd, 25d, 26ab: samyak cittam utpådyaµ samatvaµ 

sarvadehiΣu / 24cd / viΣamatvaµ yadå sthitam / 25d/ na tad utpadyae 
jñånam ådimadhyåntavarjitam / 26ab. 

106  The eight worldly concerns (aΣ†alokadharma) are gain (låbha), loss 
(alåbha), pleasure (sukha), misery (du˙kha), praise (praßaµså), degradation 
(nindå), fame (yaßa), and infamy (ayaßa). Mahåvyutpatti, 2341–48.  

107  The ten virtues are abstaining from: killing, stealing, sexual misconduct, 
lying, plus abstention from slanderous, harsh, or frivolous speech, 
abstention from covetousness, malevolence and false views. 

108  “chos thams cad mnyam pa nyid” is missing from Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum 
(796.3).  
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benefit of all sentient beings.109  

The venerable Guru Avadh¨tipa states: 

With sharp eyes examining one’s own faults, be like a blind 
man when examining the faults of others; frank and without 
conceit, one should always meditate on emptiness.110 

The Guru Nåropa taught: 

One should exchange self and others with direct and 
indirect compassion. For whatever reason, cherish sentient 
beings [more] than oneself. 

Since the bodhisattva needs to cherish others more than 
him/herself, s/he should exchange self and other. The mind of 
awakening, compassion, and love are also essential for secret 
mantra [practice]. Among the fourteen root downfalls of the 
M¨låpatti [saµgraha]: 

The Victorious One taught abandoning love for sentient 
beings as the fourth [downfall]. Abandoning the root of 
dharma, the mind of awakening, is the fifth [downfall].111 

One should go one hundred yojanas to avoid slandering 
others and making sinful conditions for others:  

The bodhisattva who is ordained should go more than a 
hundred yojanas from any place where there is a dispute. If 
s/he does not go, the bodhisattva degenerates.112 

One should utilize as much as one can the six perfections. 
One should recollect the thirteen dharmas of the path of 
accumulation, the seven noble treasures,113 the six recollections,114 

                                                 
109  ÍikΣåsamuccaya, k. 4ab, 5a: åtmabhåvasya bhogånåµ trydhvav®tte˙ 

ßubhasya ca / 4ab / paribhogåya satvånåm   / 5a /. 
110  Cf. Madhyamakah®daya 2.3: ®junå hatamånena manaså tattvadarßinå / 

paradoΣekΣaˆåndhena svadoΣåpattibh¥ruˆå /. See Miyazaki, p. 44n83, 
Gokhale 1972: 43. 

111  M¨låpattisaµgraha, k. 3: maitr¥tyagena sattveΣu caturth¥ kathitå jinai˙ / 
bodhicittaµ dharmam¨laµ tasya tyågåc ca pañcam¥ /.  

112  This verse is missing from the Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (797.8). 

113  The seven treasures of Noble beings (årya) are faith (ßraddhå), morality 
(ß¥la), listening (ßruta), generosity (tyåga), sense of shame (lajjin), dread of 
blame (åpatråpya), and insight (prajñå). Mahåvyutpatti, 1565–72.  

114  The six recollections (sa∂anusm®iti) are on the Buddha, dharma, sa∫gha, 
ß¥la, tyåga, devatå. Mahåvyutpatti, 1148–54. 
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the four means of gathering disciples, and the sixteen cognitions of 
the holy individual. In particular, one should recollect the eight 
illuminations of the bodhisattva.115 One should recollect the seven 
faults of saµsåra as taught by Órya-Någårjuna and the seven116 
faults related to the impermanence of saµsåra taught by Órya-
Asa∫ga. One should understand and employ the antidotes for the 
faults of the five sense desires. Do not do anything that is not 
dharma. To affect the purposes of sentient beings, indirectly and 
directly recollect love and compassion. Think: “Alas!, I will take 
these [beings] out of saµsåra, Alas!, what can one do for these 
[beings]?” One should recollect [this] again and again. 

Those who desire to ascend definitely to this buddha 
vehicle should have an equanimous mind to all sentient 
beings, perceiving [them] as mother and father, and stand 
firm117 with a mind of love and beneficial thoughts. 
Without anger and frankly, one should speak gentle 
words.118  

Thus, one should follow accordingly. If one does not 
quickly dedicate even a tiny virtue, [the situation] will become like 
the legends of Apalåla (Sog ma med) and Ó†avaka (’Brog gnas).119 
In this manner, for a long time and with humility, the bodhisattva 
should continuously practice the teachings previously explained, 
even when not in contemplation, [and] at the time of meditative 
stabilization, should cultivate the space-like vajra-samådhi 
previously explained. When one has a little clarity towards the 
ultimate mind of awakening, and not does not feel one’s own body 
as existent,120 one should pacify the defilements a little, and view 
                                                 
115  The eight illuminations of the bodhisattva are: (1) sm®ti, (2) manas, (3) 

caryå, (4) dharma, (5) jñåna, (6) satya (7) abhijñå, and (8) apratihatajñåna. 
116  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (797.13) reads gsum, “three”. 
117  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (797.17) reads dul bar byed rather than gnas par 

bya.  
118  Ratnaguˆasaµcayagåthå, 16.6: niryåyanåya ya icchati buddhajñåne 

samacitta sarvajagat¥ pit®måt®saµjñå /hitacitta maitramana eva 
paråkrameyyå akhilårjavo m®dugiråya paråkrameyyå /. 

119  The stories related to Apalåla, a någa king, and Ó†avaka (Pali, Ó¬avaka), a 
demon of the wilderness, take place during the Buddha's life and involve 
narratives that illustrate the value of having faith and keeping one's 
commitments. See Strong 1992: 26–28 concerning Apalåla. For information 
on Ó†avaka see Duquenne 1983: 610a–640b. 

120  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (797.22) adds: dbugs rgyu ba mi tshor ba dang / . 
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all worldly activities and verbal conventions, all inner and outer 
objects, as like misty vapor (ban bun lang long) with subtle form. 
Then, a vast, pervasive, smooth, light, joyful, and blissful 
awareness will occur. Moreover, [it will] also produce the marks 
taught in the Saµcayagåthå:  

They possess knowledge that is free from perceiving 
multiplicity; they speak suitably.121  

[One should consider] as well the remaining twenty–four 
lines taught [in Saµcayagåthå chapter 17 on the qualities of a 
bodhisattva].  

On account of the four foundations of mindfulness,122 the 
four correct exertions, the four miraculous powers,123 and faith, 
persistence, mindfulness, absorption, and wisdom, one develops 
into a person who resides on the path of accumulation (saµbhåra–
mårga). [Known as] the beginner’s ground [or as] residing on the 
level of faith, this [stage] produces roots of virtue (kußalam¨la) that 
is harmonious with the path of liberation (mokΣabhåg¥ya). After 
that, the virtuous qualities of the “preparatory analytical factors” 
(nirvedhabhåg¥ya) will be produced. As has been indicated, with 
devotion, with continuous effort for a long time, gradually [one 
will attain] the five faculties,124 the five powers,125 [the stage of] 
‘attained illumination’ (ålokalabdha), and [the stage of] ‘expanded 
illumination’ (ålokav®ddhi). [Then, one will] enter single–pointedly 
into the meaning of suchness126 (tattvårthaikadeßånupraveßa), 
attain the uninterrupted concentration (ånantarya-samådhi), and 
having become cognizant of the ultimate truth, reach the first 
bh¨mi, the “very joyous”. At that time, the four patiences and the 
four equanimities also occur. Then, up through the tenth stage,127 
                                                 
121  Ratnaguˆasaµcayagåthå, 17.2 nånåtvasaµjñavigatå gira yuktabhåˆ¥. 
122  These consist of mindfulness with regards to body (kåya), feeling (vedanå), 

mind (citta), and things (dharma). Mahåvyutpatti, 952–56.  
123  The four miraculous powers are supernormal powers related to 

determination (chanda), discernment (m¥måµså), diligence (v¥rya), and 
(concentration samådhi). Mahåvyutpatti, 966–70.  

124  The five faculties are faith (ßraddhå), energy (v¥rya), mindfulness (sm®ti), 
concentration (samådhi), and insight (prajñå). Mahåvyutpatti, 976–81. 

125  The five powers are faith (ßraddhå), energy (v¥rya), mindfulness (sm®ti), 
concentration (samådhi), and insight (prajñå). Mahåvyutpatti, 982–87. 

126  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (798.6) reads de kho na nyid kyi don. 
127  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (798.9) add sa bcu pa’i bar du.  
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the ten complete perfections, ten powers, eight[fold] briliance,128 
four ornaments,129 sixteen compassions,130 and so forth131 will be 
attained; the grounds are established as taught in the Daßabh¨mika 
s¨tra. Accordingly, there is meditative stabilization and post-
meditative equipoise up through the tenth ground, as the Órya-
Avikalpapraveßadhåraˆ¥ clearly states: 

The bodhisattva in meditative stabilization sees all dharmas 
as like the middle of the sky and when in the subsequent 
attainment of that, sees [things] in the manner of the eight 
similies of illusion.132 

At whatever time one realizes the highest non–conceptual 
                                                 
128  The bodisattva’s eighfold brilliance (aΣ†åkåro bodhisattvåvabhåsa˙) 

consists of memory (sm®ti), the intellect (mati), understanding (gati), 
phenomena (dharma), knowledge (jñåna), truth (satya), supernormal 
powers (abhijñå) and accomplishment (pratipatti). See Mathes (2008: 304–
5); Takasaki 1966: 152.  

129  The four ala∫kåras of the bodhisattva are: (1) morality (ß¥la), (2) 
concentration (samådhi), (3) insight (prajñå), and (4) recollection (dhåraˆ¥). 
See Takasaki 1966: 152n88.  

130  Sixteen ‘compassions’ are translated by Mathes (2008: 307) from ’Gos lo-
tså-ba gzhon nu dpal’s commentary to the Ratnagotravibhåga as 
compassion that: “takes the form of wishing [that sentient beings] may be 
free from [the following defects]: (1) various views, (2) the four errors, (3) 
the notion of mine, (4) the five hindrances, (5) the attachment to the objects 
of the six sense spheres, (6) seven[fold] pride, (7) straying from the noble 
path, (8) lack of independence, (9) anger, (10) being influenced by sinful 
friends, (11) lacking the potential of the noble ones, (12) mistaken views, 
(13) a view of a self caused by ignorance, (14) being seized by the 
executioner [in the hire] of the skandhas, (15) being tied in the noose of 
Måra, and (16) straying form the higher realms and liberation”. See also 
Takasaki 1966: 152n88.  

131  In the previous three items listed Atißa is referring to the qualities of the 
sixtyfold process of purifying the buddha element (buddhadhåto˙ 
ΣaΣtyåkåravißuddhiparikarmaguˆå˙), as found in the Ratnagotravibhåga-
vyåkhyå; see Mathes 2008: 304, 535n1670. According to ’Gos lo-tså-ba 
gzhon nu dpal, Atißa and Nag tsho Tshul khrims rgyal ba translated the 
Ratnagotravibhåga before Ngog blo ldan shes rab (Mathes 2008: 162). 

132  Cf. Órya-avikalpa-praveßa-nåma dhåraˆ¥, P (810) nu 3b6-4a2: byang chub 
sems dpa’ sems dpa’ chen po rnam par mi rtog pa’i dbyings la rab tu gnas 
pas ni shes bya dang khyad par med pa rnam par mi rtog pa’i yes shes kyis 
chos thams cad nam mkha’i dkyil dang mtshungs par mthong ngo / rnam 
par mi rtog pa’i rjes las thob pa’i shes pas ni cho thams cad sgyu ma dang / 
smig rgyu dang / rmi lam dang / mig yor dang / brag cha dang / gzugs 
brnyan dang / chu zla dang / sprul pa dang / mtshung par mthong ngo /.  
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thought,133 the samådhi like a vajra (vajropamasamådhi), one does 
not have subsequent attainment. Transforming into the sphere of 
dharma (dharmadhåtu) one directly realizes the dharmakåya. 
Because of dwelling in the dharmakåya, apprehending [reality] 
from that time as long as space endures, one does not possess 
subsequent attainment.  

Whoever sees me as visible matter, whoever understands 
me as sound, has entered into a wrong path; that person will 
not see me. The buddhas are the dharmakåya; the ‘leaders’ 
see reality (dharmatå).134 

The Ír¥-Vajramålåtantra states: 

All enters into the consciousness aggregate, and even that 
consciousness is said to be clear light, passing beyond 
sorrow, totally empty, and the dharmakåya.135 

The Órya-Dharmasa∫g¥ti states: 

The actual buddha is unproduced.  

And also the Órya-Lokottaraparivarta states: 

The buddhas are the dharmakåya, completely pure like 
space.136 

The teaching of Dignåga states: 

The perfection of wisdom, non-dual: that gnosis is the 
Tathågata.137 

Also, Ócårya [Någårjuna] himself states: 

Immaculate like space, whose nature is unchanging and 

                                                 
133  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (798.15) reads rnam par mi rtog pa mthar phyin pa.  
134  The Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (798.19) reads the last line as ’dren pa rnams ni 

chos nyid gzigs /. For a discussion on these verses see Almogi 2009: 
252n46. Cf Vajracchedikå, 26, k.1–2ab: yo måµ r¨peˆa cådråkΣur yo måµ 
ghoΣeˆa cånvagu˙ / mithyåprahåˆaprav®tå na måµ drakΣanti te janå˙ / 1 / 
dharmato buddho draΣ†avyo dharmakåyå hi nåyakå˙ /.  

135  Miyazaki, p. 47n91: “Not identified in the Vajramålå, but cf 
Piˆ∂¥k®tasådhana, k. 43cd, 44ab: vijñånaskandham åyåti vijñånaµ ca 
prabhåsvaram / sanirvåˆaµ sarvaß¨nyaµ ca dharmakåyaß ca gadyate/”. 

136  Miyazaki, p. 47n93: “Not found in the Lokottara-parivarta. Cf. 
Buddhåvataµsaka, D (44) ka 81b5: yang dag sang rgyas chos kyi sku / 
rnam dag nam mkha’ ’dra ba ste /”. 

137  Prajñåpåramitåpiˆ∂årtha, k. 1ab: prajñåpåramitå jñånam advayaµ så 
tathågata˙ /.  
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without elaboration, one who sees you (i.e., 
prajñåpåramitå) sees the Tathågata. Between you who 
have complete good qualities and the Buddha, the teacher 
of the world, wise ones see no difference, as with the moon 
and the light of the moon.138 

The same Ócårya [Någårjuna] also states: 

Not remaining in any phenomena,139 becoming the reality 
of the dharmadhåtu— homage to you, the profound that is 
the realization of supreme profundity.140  

Further:  

Therefore, there is really no difference between the buddhas 
and the dharmadhåtu.141 

Again: 

Through the nature of non–arising, you do not arise. The 
Protector does not possess coming and going. Homage to 
you devoid of an own-being “essence”.142 

Further: 

Buddhas in all times dwell in the dharmatå like this. 

There are many teachings like this [but] I will set this aside 
for the time being. The Venerable Óryadeva states: 

Here, this reality is essenceless like a lotus born from a sky-
forest. [Arising] from both, from self, or from others is also 
like a rabbit horn. What aspect of liberation [inherently] 
exists? 

                                                 
138  Prajñåpåramitåstotra, k. 2–3:  
 Ókåßam   iva   nirlepåµ   niΣprapañcåµ  nirakΣaråm /  
 yas  tvåµ  paßyati  bhåvena  sa  paßyati  tathågatam /2/  
 tava  cåryaguˆå∂hyåyå  buddhasya  ca jagadguro˙ /  
 na paßyanty antaraµ santaß candracandrikayor iva /3/ 
139  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (799.3) reads chos rnams kun la mi ngas pa rather 

than dge chos kun la mi gnas par. 
140  Paramårthastava, k.8: 
 asthita˙   sarvadharmeΣu   dharmadhåtugatiµ  gata˙ /  
  paråµ gaµbh¥ratåµ pråpto gaµbh¥råya namo ’stu te / 
141  Acintyastava, k. 42ab: buddhånåµ sattvadhåtoß ca tenåbhinnatvam 

arthata˙ /.  
142  Paramårthastava, k. 3: 
 anutpannasvabhåvena utpådas te na vidyate /  
 na gatir någatir nåthåsvabhåvåya namo ’stu te / 
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Also, the Vajrajñånasamuccaya states: 

Even the buddhas—even when they are not affecting the 
purposes of others— reside pacifying all elaboration while 
abiding in the limits of purity.143 

Also, Ócårya Asa∫ga states accordingly: 

At the time when all sentient beings have become fully and 
completely awakened, they will become the dharmakåya; 
all will be buddhas without exception, and having become 
the purity aspect itself of the dharmadhåtu, they will 
remain in suchness. 

Thus it is said in the Vinißcayasaµgrahaˆ¥.  

This Ócårya does not even accept non-dual gnosis in the 
ultimate [sense], nor does he accept the attainment subsequent to 
non-conceptual gnosis; because he attained the sovereignty of the 
third ground, he realized that all things are unproduced.144 
Intending this point, the Vajramålåtantra states: 

This is the ultimate truth, without appearance and without 
signs; it is also called the ultimate truth, the dwelling place 
of all buddhas.145 

Ócårya Candrak¥rti states: 

The [status of] buddha is proclaimed when the mind resides 
in the unproduced, the dharmatå.146 

                                                 
143  Miyazaki, p. 49n101, Vajrajñånasamuccaya, D (447) ca 286a2: ji srid du 

zhi ba la sogs pa’i las kyis sems can gyi don mi byed pa de srid du yang dag 
pa’i mtha’ la rab tu gnas par ’gyur ro /.  

144  Atißa is claiming that Asa∫ga asserts that on the absolute level gnosis does 
not exist at the stage of a buddha. This claim relates to the controversy 
surrounding the existence of gnosis at the stage of a buddha between the 
various adherents of Yogåcåra and Madhyamaka philosophical systems. See 
the chapter section in Almogi (2009: 142–59) on “the mental element of the 
absolute and Yogåcåra theories of knowledge”.  

145  Miyazaki, p. 50n103: “Not in the Vajramålå. But cf. Piˆ∂¥k®tasådhana, k. 
45:   paramårthamaˆ∂alaµ hy etan niråbhåsam alakΣaˆam / paramårtha-
satyanåmåpi sarvatathågatålaya˙ /.  

146  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (799.19) reads chos nyid skye med nyid la ni / thugs 
gnas sang rgyas yin par gsungs, whereas the canonical (Miyazaki 2007: 50) 
reads chos nyid skye ba med pa ni / thub gnas sangs rgyas yin par gsung /. 
Cf. Trißaraˆasaptati, k. 22ab: chos rnams dngos med nyid la ni / blo gnas 
sangs rgyas yin par bshad /. See Sorenson 1986: 28. 
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3.2  [Objections against Mådhyamikas]  

[Objection:] Because of great attachment to objects from 
beginningless time, those who do not understand the nature of the 
two truths say, “If things are as you Mådhyamikas say, then the 
buddhas, when bodhisattvas, underwent many countless aeons of 
immeasurable hardships and accumulated an immeasurable store of 
merit for no reason, and the dharma and the sa∫gha become 
nothing at all. Since there will not be [any] sentient beings 
liberated from saµsåra, one should place this evil view at a great 
distance. This [Mådhyamika view] is hail-stones for crops of 
virtuous qualities; this [view] is worse than [that of] nihilist 
outsiders. It is appropriate to abandon and clear away a view such 
as this”.  

Mådhyamika reply: “You whose minds are untrained and 
foolish, who denigrate the teachings of Órya-Någårjuna—who is 
prophesized again and again in the Mahåmegha, La∫kavatåra, 
Mahåbher¥hårakaparivarta, and the Mahåmañjußrim¨latantra—
are causing self–defeat. The texts that are accepted by him state 
that the buddhas become dharmakåya, and since even the gnosis of 
the [buddha], through the abandonment of all conceptual thought, 
becomes the dharmadhåtu, the sphere and gnosis are without 
object and subject, so how can non-conceptual wisdom exist”?  

Ócårya Någårjuna states: 

If that which has passed does not exist, then the future does 
not exist, and because the present shifts from place [to] 
place, where is the presently arisen?147 

And: 

Whether in meditation or not in meditation, all things lack 
[true] existence. Being free of things and non-things is 
taught by the teacher as [entering into a state of] unity.148 

According to this teaching, non-conceptual wisdom is not 
accepted. At the time [of awakening] non-conceptual wisdom does 
not exist because all elaborations without exception have been 

                                                 
147  Cf. Bodhicittavivaraˆa, k. 31: ’das pa gang yin de ni med / ma ’ongs pa ni 

thob pa min / gnas phyir gnas ni yongs gyur pa / da lta ba la ga la yod /.  
148  Cf. Pañcakrama, 5.16abd, 15c: 
 yuganaddhaµ vadec chåstå [svåpabodhavivarjitam] / 15 /  
 samådhånåsamådhånaµ yasya nåsty eva sarvathå /  
 [yuganaddhe    sthito yog¥]    bhåvåbhåvavivarjita˙ / 16/ 
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pacified—what kind of subsequent attainment wisdom will there 
be? There is not. The La∫kåvatåras¨tra states:  

If error appears, even after all errors have been eliminated, 
that is the real error, as for one who has not been purified of 
diseased vision (rab rib, timira).149  

With respect to this, there are three types of diseased vision: 
(1) the diseased vision of the unskillful, (2) the diseased vision of 
the skillful, (3) and the completely purified diseased vision of the 
skillful. Since buddhas are purified [of] diseased vision, diseased 
vision will not appear again. Well, then, do buddhas have a body, 
gnosis, virtuous qualities, and extensive activities, or not? On 
account of one condition and three causes [these] appear according 
to the perspective of the disciple; the body variously appears 
according to the categories of disciples. Furthermore, gnosis is 
great self-arisen gnosis (rang ’byung gi ye shes, svayaµbh¨jñåna). 
Guru Avadh¨tipa and Guru Tåmradv¥pa both teach: 

There is no difference between gnosis and the 
dharmadhåtu: the dharmadhåtu is labeled self-arisen 
gnosis, without thought and free from the elaboration of 
words; that gnosis itself is said to have five aspects from 
the perspective of those to be trained.150 

Ócårya Någårjuna has taught this as well.  

Likewise, the ten powers and so forth, the three miraculous 
acitivities, the twenty-five extensive activities, and the thirty-two 
                                                 
149  See Almogi 2009: 300n6 for a discussion of this verse. Timira (rab rib) 

means literally ‘darkness,’ and may refer to the darkness of the eyes or a 
certain type of eye disease. The version here differs slightly from the 
canonical. Cf. La∫kåvatåra, 2.166, 167:  

  åryo na paßyati bhråntiµ nåpi tattvaµ tadantare /  
  bhråntir eva bhavet tattvaµ yasmåt tattvaµ tadantre / 166 /  
  bhråntiµ vidh¨ya sarvåµ hi nimittaµ jåyate yadi /  
  saiva tasya bhaved bhråntir aßuddhaµ timiraµ yathå / 167 /.  
150  This terse citation implies that the dharmadhåtu is equated with 

svayaµbh¨jñåna (‘self-arisen gnosis’) and is undivided in reality but has 
five aspects that appear according to the purview of the person to be trained 
(vineya, gdul bya). The five aspects of the dharmadhåtu that appear follow a 
schemata of five gnoses: (1) the mirror-like gnosis (samatåjñåna), (2) the 
gnosis of equality (samatåjñåna), (3) discerning gnosis (pratyavekΣaˆa-
jñåna), (4) the gnosis of performing activities (k®tyånuΣ†hånajñåna), and (5) 
the gnosis [that equates to] the dharmadhåtu (dharmadhåtujñåna). On the 
multiple gnoses of a buddha see Almogi 2009: 114–18.  
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extensive activities appear to the mind of the trainee. In regards to 
that, it is as taught by Ócårya [Någårjuna]: 

O Protector, you possess neither thought nor mental 
creation nor movement; [nevertheless,] in this world you 
fulfill a buddha’s activity for sentient beings without any 
effort.151 

Again: 

You completely fulfill the wishes of all sentient beings like 
a wish-fulfilling tree unmoved by the fierce winds of 
conceptual thought.152  

Again: 

O Protector, your perception of sentient beings does not at 
all occur, but you send out beneficial compassion for 
beings tormented by suffering153  

Again: 

The excellence of the purpose of others is accepted as the 
foremost result [of awakening]. Other than buddhahood 
itself and so forth, these other [benefits] are asserted as the 
result of this goal [awakening]. 154 

Furthermore, Ócårya Óryadeva states: 

In many innumerable kalpas [one] always makes effort 
only for the purpose of others. Finally, when attaining the 
dharmakåya, for the purpose of effecting the goals of 
others, one does not pass beyond suffering as long as 
beings abide. For this reason, the bodhisattva does not do 
[that] which is not [for] the purpose of others. The effort [to 

                                                 
151  Niraupamyastava, k. 24: na te ’sti manyanå nåtha na vikalpo na ceñjanå / 

anåbhogena te loke buddhak®tyaµ pravartate /. Miyazaki, p. 53n109, 
Kud®Σ†inirghåtana, k. 2: na te ’sti manyanå nåtha na vikalpo na veñjanå / 
anåbhogena te loke buddhak®†yaµ pravartate /.  

152  Miyazaki, p. 53n110, Kud®Σ†inirghåtana, k. 4: cintåmaˆir ivåkampya˙ 
sarvasaµkalpavåyubhi˙ / tathåpi sarvasattvånåm aßeΣåßåprap¨raka˙ / 
Cited in the Madhyamakarantaprad¥pa (D (3854) tsha 286b1) as well.  

153  Niraupamyastava, k. 9: 
 sattvasaµjñå ca te nåtha sarvathå na pravartate /  
 du˙khårteΣu  ca  sattveΣu  tvam  at¥va  k®påtmka˙ /  
154  Miyazaki, p. 54n112; Kud®Σ†inirghåtana, k. 3: parårthasaµpad buddhånåµ 

phalaµ mukhyatamaµ matam / buddhatvådi yad anyat tu tådarthyåt 
phalam iΣyate /.  
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fulfill] merely their own aims is carried out by the five 
types of migrators. When the supreme individual practices 
for the purposes of others, always being compassionate, 
they are like joyful parents of migrators. 

Establishing the aspects of the three bodies: Ócårya 
Någårjuna established this teaching in other [texts]. Accordingly, 
from the blessings of the dharmakåya, on account of one condition 
and three causes, the form body [appears] and teaches the profound 
and vast dharma. The extensive activity of the kåya[s] occurs until 
the end of saµsåra. Having intended this meaning, a tantra states: 

Just as multiple distinctions occur due to the many 
aspirations and different inclinations of sentient beings, 
likewise, a reflection of the moon appears in many vessels 
of water at one time. 

Further, Venerable Óryadeva indicates: 

In an arrangement of vessels of copper, vaidurya, precious 
stones, gems, and coral, the one moon in the middle of the 
sky becomes transformed to appear different in each one. 
Likewise, the vajra mind of the protector himself abides 
variously permeating the mass of beings. 

For those with weak faculties and little merit there is no 
appearance of the body. As the Mahåyånas¨trålaµkåra states: 

Just as the reflection of the moon does not appear in a 
broken vessel, likewise the buddha’s reflection does not 
appear to evil beings.155 

Likewise, the speech [of the Buddha] occurs in relation to 
the vessel of the trainee: 

…the buddhas teach the dharma in accord with disciples’ 
aspirations. For some [they] teach the dharma that turns 
away from sin. To some [they] teach the dharma in which 
both cause and effect are never wasted. To some [they] 
teach the dharma that classifies [things] into the two truths. 
To those who are apprehensive about the profound [they] 
teach the essence of emptiness and compassion; in this way 

                                                 
155  Mahåyånas¨trålaµkåra, 9.16: yathodabhåjane bhinne candrabimbaµ na 

d®ßyate /tatha duΣ†eΣu sattveΣu buddhabimbaµ na d®ßyate / Thurman et al. 
2004: 80.  
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[they] teach dharma according to aspiration.156 

Ócårya Någårjuna taught this. Further, [the teachings of 
buddhas] do not appear to the impure vessel. When requested by 
Brahmå [the Buddha said]: 

I have found a dharma like ambrosia,157 unconditioned, 
nectar-like, separated from attachment, profound. No one to 
whom I show it will comprehend, so [staying] alone by 
myself, I will meditate in the forest.158  

Ócårya Någårjuna also stated: 

Why does the profound dharma not appear to beings who 
are not [proper] vessels? Due to the fact that the wise are 
those who understand that the Buddha is omniscient.159  

Thus was this meaning taught in the Órya-
[Tathågata]acintyaguhya[nirdeßa].  

Therefore, the Madhyamaka followers of Órya-Någårjuna 
have no faults whatsoever. Those sentient beings who denigrate 
these teachings, who abandon the profound and extensive dharma, 
will experience the sufferings of hell for a long time.  

4 [Previous Buddhist Masters (D 112b3–113a4)]  

Make [an effort to understand] each one of the previous 
teachers.  

 

                                                 
156  Atißa’s version of these verses differs from that found in the Tanjur. Cf. 

Ratnåval¥, 4.94cd, 95, 96:  
 buddho ’vadat tathå dharmaµ vineyånåµ yathåkΣamam / 94 /  
 keΣåñcid  avadad   dharmaµ   påpebhyo    viniv®ttaye /  
 keΣåñcit puˆyasiddhyarthaµ keΣåñcid dvayanißritam /  
 dvayånißritam   ekeΣåµ  gambh¥raµ   bh¥rubh¥Σaˆam /  
 ß¨nyatåkaruˆågarbham     ekeΣåµ     bodhisådhanam / 96 /  
  For the English of the Tanjur version see Dunne and McClintock 1997: 71.  
157  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (801.22) is missing this line of the verse. 
158  Cf. Lalitavistara, 25.1: gambh¥ra ßånto viraja˙ prabhåsvara˙ pråpto mi 

dharmo hy am®to ’saµsk®ta˙ /  deßeya cåhaµ na parasya jåne yan n¨na 
t¨Σˆ¥ pavane vaseyam /.  

159  Atißa’s version of these verses differs from that found in the Tanjur. Cf. 
Ratnåval¥, 1.74: 

  sarvajña iti sarvajño buddhais tenaiva gamyate /   
  yenaitad dharmagåmbh¥ryaµ novåcåbhåjane jane /.  
  For the English of the Tanjur version see Dunne and McClintock 1997: 20. 
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4.1 [Logic]  

Ócårya Dignåga and Dharmak¥rti wrote extensive texts on 
logic.  

4.2 [VaibhåΣika] 

Ócårya Dharmatråta, Ócårya Buddhadeva, Vasumitra, 
GhoΣaka, Yid ’ong, and so forth provided the extensive 
transmission of the ßråvaka VaibhåΣika.  

4.3 [Sautråntika] 

Ócårya Íubhagupta, Dharmottara, the earlier Vasubhandu, 
and so forth wrote extensive texts on the ßråvaka Sautråntika. 

4.4 [Yogåcåra]  

Ócårya Asa∫ga, [the later] Vasubandhu, Sthiramati, 
Prajñåkaragupta, Kali∫ga, Devendrabuddhi, Upåsaka Bhadanta 
Asvabhåva, and so forth wrote extensive texts on the Såkåra (rnam 
bcas) and Niråkåra (rnam med) [Yogåcåra].  

4.5 [Madhyamaka]  

 Ócårya Bhåvaviveka, Buddhapålita, Devaßarma, 
Avalokitavrata, ÍåntarakΣita, Kamalaßila, and so forth wrote 
extensive texts on the Madhyamaka.  

4.6 [Mådhyamikas who practiced extensive deeds]  

Ócårya Candragomin, Ócårya ßura, Sågaramegha, Ócårya 
Íåntideva, Ócårya Luntaka, and so forth, wrote extensive texts for 
the sake of beginners on the great vast activities of practice, like 
the four immeasurables, four means of gathering disciples, six160 
perfections, and so forth, starting with the mind of awakening.  

4.7 [The Foundations of Madhyamaka]  

 Ócårya Någårjuna, Ócårya Óryadeva, Ócårya Måt®ce†a, 
Ócårya Kambala, Ócårya Candrak¥rti— the Madhyamaka texts 
written by these five Ócåryas are the foundation of all 
Madhyamaka texts. Since they are the root of all Madhyamaka 
texts, they are incomparable. 

4.8 [Caryå Tantra and the Yoga Tantra] 

Accordingly, for the texts of secret mantra oral precepts, 
Ócårya Buddhaguhya, Ócårya Íåkyamitra, Ócårya Prajñåsiddha, 
Ócårya Ónandagarbha, and so forth clarified the meaning of the 

                                                 
160  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (802.14) adds drug rnams.  
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Caryå Tantra and the Yoga Tantra. 

4.9 [Guhyasamåjatantra] 

 Ócårya Indrabh¨ti, Ócårya Buddhajñånapåda, and so forth 
solely clarified the meaning of the Guhyasamåjatantra.  

4.10 [Ír¥-Cakrasaµvaratantra] 

Ócårya Caryåpåda, Ócårya Vajraghaˆ†å, Ócårya L¨y¥påda, 
and so forth clarified the meaning of the Ír¥-Cakrasaµvaratantra. 

4.11 [Ír¥-Hevajratantra] 

 Ócårya ombh¥heruka, Sarar¨pa, and so forth clarified the 
meaning of the Ír¥-Hevajratantra. 

4.12 [Ír¥-Mahåmåyåtantra ] 

Ócårya Kukuripåda, Dharmapåda, and so forth clarified the 
meaning of the Ír¥-Mahåmåyå.  

5  [The teachings of Någårjuna (D 113a4–113b6)]  

5.1 [A classification of his teachings] 

The teaching of Ócårya [Någårjuna] is most kind to all 
beings. 

5.1.1 [Ordinary people] 

In order to especially benefit ordinary people [he] wrote 
[texts on] calculation and divination.  

5.1.2 [Ministers] 

In order to benefit ministers [he] wrote the Prajñåßataka, 
the Brtag pa gnyis pa (Twelve Examinations), and so forth. 

5.1.3 [Kings] 

For the [benefit] of kings he wrote the Suh®llekha and the 
Ratnåval¥.  

5.1.4 [The less fortunate] 

For the [benefit] of the less fortunate, belonging to the 
retinue of four vow-holders (’khor rnam bzhi), [he] wrote the great 
[Dh¨payogaratnamålå] and lesser [AΣ†åpadik®tadh¨payoga] texts 
on incense preparation (spos sbyor). 

5.1.5 [Doctors] 

For the benefit of doctors he wrote the Yogaßataka, the 
Sbyor ba sum cu rtsa gnyis pa dang nyis shu pa (Twenty and 
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Thirty-two Practices), the Bdud rtsi’i snying thigs (Essential Drop 
of Nectar), the J¥vas¨tra, and so forth.  

5.1.6 [For those entering the Mahåyåna] 

For the sake of those entering the Mahåyåna, [he] wrote the 
Bodhicittotpådavidhi, the Byang chub sems dpa’i spyod pa gsal ba 
(Illuminating the Practice of the Bodhisattva), the 
S¨trasamuccaya, and so forth.  

5.1.7 [The foremost of texts] 

Furthermore, the foremost of those161 is the 
Prajñåm¨lamadhyamakakårikå, and then the Vigrahavyåvartan¥ 
and the Í¨nyatåsaptati.  

5.1.8 [Ancillary Texts]  

The ancillaries to the [foremost texts] are the YuktiΣaΣ†ikå, 
Mahåyånaviµßaka, Bhavasaµkrånti, Bhåvanåkrama, Vaidalya-
prakaraˆa, AkΣaraßataka, Bodhicittavivaraˆa, Dharmadhåtustava, 
Paramårthastava,162 Rnam par mi rtog par bstod pa (Praise to the 
Non-Conceptual), Acintyastava, Lokåt¥tastava,163 Cittavajrastava, 
Óryaßålistambakamahåyåna-s¨tra†¥kå, and the Prat¥tyasamutpåda-
h®dayakårikå along with its Vyåkhyåna.  

5.1.9 [Secret Mantra Texts]  

Likewise, for the sharpest of those with sharp faculties, the 
vessels of the secret mantra great vehicle, he wrote, [to clarify] the 
meaning of the Ír¥-Guhyasamåjatantra, the Ír¥-Guhyasamåja-
maˆ∂alavidhi, the Cho ga nyi shu pa (Twenty Rituals), the 
Piˆ∂¥k®tasådhana, the [Ír¥-Guhyasamåja-mahåyogotpattikrama-
sådhana]s¨tramelåpaka, the Ír¥-Pañcakrama, and the Ír¥-
Vajråsanacatvumahåtantra†¥ka. [He] wrote the Commentary of the 
Pure Complete Exhortation [Nåmasa∫g¥ti], the venerable 
Khasarpanasådhana, the Yi ge drug pa (Six Letters), the 
Arapacana, the Våg¥ßvara, and many sådhanas, like the Tshig 
sbyin gzhon nu (Youthful Verses) and so forth. [He] wrote the 
Trisamayavy¨ha, the Siddhaikav¥ra, the Kalyåˆakåmadhenu-
vivaraˆa, the Gtor ma sum cu pa (Thirty Verses of the Sacrificial 
Cake Ritual), the Sangs rgyas mnyam sbyor gyi rdzogs pa’i rim 

                                                 
161  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (803.8) states: yang de dag gi thad du.  
162  Missing from Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (803.11). 
163  Missing from Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (803.12). 
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pa’i man ngag chen po (Great Special Instruction of the 
Completion Stages of Buddhasamayoga), and so forth.  

5.2 [Någårjuna’s predicted buddhahood (D 113b6–115b2)]  

Since that supreme individual [Någårjuna] is an actual 
buddha, one should trust the texts written by him. Why is that? 
From the Mahåmeghas¨tra: 

Devaputras! Innummerable previous kalpas ago, at the time 
when the Tathågata Klu rigs sgron ma (Någagotrad¥pa) 
appeared in the world, the young Licchavi, 
Sarsvasattvapriyadarßana, was the cakravartin King 
“Holding the Teaching of the Great Effort”, his queen was 
called “Upholding Dharma”, and his minister was called 
“Upholding the Storehouse of Wonderful Dharma”. At that 
time, the king and minister debated whether relics [of the 
Buddha] exist or not. The retinue was amazed with the 
eloquent explanation of the king and they declared to the 
Bhagavan, “The king understands something profound”. 
Then the Bhagavan extensively explained the qualities of 
the king.164  

One should look in the s¨tra. [Further:] 

Then, the king along with the retinue, having scattered a 
handful of jewels, supplicated the Buddha and made vows: 
“In the future, close to the disappearance of the teaching of 
Buddha Íåkyamuni, at that time, I will become ordained. 
When the dharma is at its end, I will proclain three times 
with a great voice, only wearing religious garments, only 
having shaved hair: ‘May I leave the country, may the holy 
dharma arise, may I give up my life for the purpose of the 
holy dharma’”; thus [he] prayed. After that, the minister 
and queen also made a vow.165  

                                                 
164  This summary is also found in the Madhyamakaratnaprad¥pa, D (3854) tsha 

286b6–287a2: de bzhin du ’phags pa sbrin chen po’i mdo las kyang / ji skad 
du / lha’i bu dag bskal pa brjod du med pa’i ngon du de bzhin gshegs pa klu 
rigs sgron ma’i chos kyi rgyal po’i brtson ’grus chen po’i klu yum bstan pa 
’dzin pa / blon po dam pa’i chos kyi mdzod ’dzin pa / rgyal po dang blon po 
gnyis sang rgyas kyi ring bsrel gyi gtam byas shing / rgyal pos legs par 
bshad pas dus der ’khor thams cad ngo mtshar skyes nas bcom ldan ’das la 
zhus pa / rgyal po ’di zab mo la mkhas pa’o zhes zhus pas / bcom ldan ’das 
kyi rgyal po’i yon tan rgyas par gsung te /.   

165  Miyazaki, p. 61n120 notes that this is a summary of Mahåmegha, D (232) 
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Devaputras! After many hundred of years have passed 
since my death, at that time will appear in the southern area 
a king called Sukhacaryabhadra. At that time, in one 
hundred years, when even more of the remains of the holy 
dharma are disappearing, a disciple of mine will appear, the 
holy dharma will be brought out, issue forth, and reappear, 
and the wheel of the holy dharma will be turned. The 
Mahåyåna will be extensively taught to others”.166  

Further:  

Listen to the prophecy of this bhikΣu; he is very pleasing to 
me. Making my teaching widespread, carrying a great 
burden, he is a young [member] of my Íåkya [clan]. After 
passing away in the south, in a provincial land called 
“Drang srong byi (‰Σyåkhu)”, he will be born in the great 
northern city called “Possessing Merit”. [He will be born 
in] a pure great lineage [known as] Bhra go can that is a 
lineage of Íåkyas. In order to extend my dharma, the 
youthful Licchavi, Sarsvasattvapriyadarßana, the 
bodhisattva, this supreme human, will be born in a king’s 
lineage, a great lineage. All his relations will make his 
name renowned. Then, when he has been ordained, his 
retinue will protect the teaching by giving up [their] lives 
for the sake of the holy dharma.167 

                                                                                                              
wa 180–181b1. This summary is also found in the Madhyamakaratna-
prad¥pa, D (3854) tsha 287a2-4. 

166  Miyazaki, p.61n121, cf. Mahåmegha, D (232) wa 187a5–7: bcom ldan ’das 
kyis stsal pa / lha’i bu dag nga ’das pa’i ’og lo brgya phrag mang po ’das 
pa na lho phyog kyi rgyud du mkhar gyi rgyal po bde spyod zhes bya ba 
’byung bar ’gyur te / de’i tshe lo brgyad cu na dam pa’i chos nub par ’gyur 
ba’i lhag ma tsam du lus pa’i dus la bab pa de’i tshe nga’i nyan thos ’byung 
bar ’gyur te / dam pa’i chos kyang ’byin par ’gyur / chos kyi ’khor lo yang 
bskor bar ’gyur / theg pa chen po yang gzhan dag la rgyas par ’chad par 
’gyur ro / This summary is also found in the Madhyamakaratnaprad¥pa, D 
(3854) tsha 287a4–5. 

167  Miyazaki, p. 62n122, cf. Mahåmegha, D (232) wa 187b5–188a3: bcom ldan 
’das kyi bka’ stsal pa/ mthong na dga’ ba dri za’i rgyal po dge slong de 
lung bstan pa nyon cig / de ni nga la dpen pa dang / nga’i bstan pa ’byung 
bar byed cing khur chen po khyer ba dang / nga’i ßåkya gzhon nu yin te / 
mthong na dga’ ba dri za’i rgyal po nga ’das pa’i ’og tu lho phyogs kyi 
rgyud du drang srong byi bo zhes bya ba’i yul ’khor du bsod nams ldan gyi 
grong khyer bye ma chen po zhes byas ba ’byung ste / grong de’i ’bab chu 
mdzes ’byor ces bya ba de’i byang phyog kyi ’gram du ’byung bar ’gyur ro / 
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After that, [the s¨tra] later states: 

[A] small [number] will be devoted to his texts but most 
will not. Those possessing four qualities will trust and be 
devoted to his teaching. (1) [They] will be pleased and hear 
teachings of previous buddhas, (2) [they] will be upheld by 
the spiritual friend, (3) [they will] stabilize the roots of 
virtue through relying on the superior thought, and (4) [they 
will] be devoted to performing extensive deeds publicly 
with their bodies168. All those who do not trust and rejoice 
in his [teaching] have the ignorance that is blessed by Måra. 
Those who trust and rejoice in his [teaching] are those who 
embrace the Buddha’s mind. 169 

                                                                                                              
der rje’u rigs chen po rnam par dag pa ’bra go can zhes bya ba’i sa’i 
phyogs su ’byung bar ’gyur te / ßåkya’i rigs gzhon nu lid tsa byi’i bu gzhon 
nu ’jig rten thams cad kyis mthong na dga’ ba de nga’I chos ’byung bar bya 
ba’i phyir lid tsa byi’i bu ’jig rten thams cad kyis mthong na dga’ ba byang 
chub sems dpa’i mi mchog de der rigs chen por skye bar ’gyur te / de’i pha 
ma dang / gnyen sde rnams kyis nga’i ming de’i ming du ’dog par ’gyur ro / 
’Bra go can gyi rje’u rigs chen po’i rigs kyang de bzhin gshegs pa’i rigs yin 
par blta’o / de’i tshe drang srong byi bo’i yul ’khor yang ’byor cing rgyas 
las skyes bo mang pos gang bar ’gyur ro / de bzhin gshegs pa dang ming 
’thun pa’i khye’u de yang skye bo thams cad kyi snying du sdug par ’gyur 
zhing skye bo mang pot hams cad kyi bkur bar ’gyur ro / gang gi tshe 
khye’u de rab tu byung ban a tshang pa mtshungs par spyod pa’i ’khor dang 
/ dge slong gi tshogs rnams khrid de / rang gi srog dang bsdos nas dam pa’i 
chos stong cing / de bzhin gshegs pa’i spyod pa ’byung bar byed de / mchog 
tu dga’ ba spyod par ’gyur ro / A summary is also found in the 
Madhyamakaratnaprad¥pa, D (3854) tsha 287a5-b2. 

168  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (804.21) add lus kyis mngon sum du byas pa’o /  
169  Miyazaki, p. 62n123, cf. Mahåmegha, D (232) wa 188b2-6: dge bsnyen gyi 

sde tshan dang / dge bsnyen ma’i sde tshan de dag ni sang rgyas ’byung 
dang phrad par ’gyur / dam pa’i chos la yang nan tan du sgrub par ’gyur 
mod kyi / ’on kyang mthong na dga’ ba dri za’i rgyal po nga’i nyan thos kyi 
tshig la yid ches pa’i sems cand de dag ni nyung ste / shin tu phal cher ni 
mos par mi ’gyur ro / mthong na dga’ ba dri za’i rgyal po rnam pa bzhi dag 
ldan na nga’i nyan thos de bzhin gshegs pa dang ming ’thun pa’i dge slong 
gi tshig la yid ches par ’gyur te / bzhi gang zhe na / sngon gyi mthar yang 
yang dag par rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas snga ma rnams las zab mo brtan pa’i 
chu’i rgya mtsho’i dus tshod kyi ting nge ’dzin ’di thos pa dang / dge ba’i 
bshes gnyen gyis yongs su bzung ba dang / lhag pa’i bsam pa la zhugs shing 
dge ba’i rtsa ban ye bar brtan pa dang / rgya chen po la mos pa lus kyis 
mngon sum du byas pa ste / mthong na dga’ ba dri za’i rgyal po rnam ba 
bzhi pa de dag gis ni nga’i nyan thos kyi tshig la yid ches par ’gyur ro / 
gang dag yid mi ches pa de dag thams cad nib dud kyis byin gyis brlabs pa’i 
mi gti mug can yin par rig par bya’o / sems can gang dag mos par ’gyur ba 
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When venerating him, one is venerating to all the buddhas 
of the three times. If listening to his spoken word, one is 
listening to the spoken word of all buddhas of the three 
times.170  

Further, after him: 

At the time of his death, my holy dharma will disappear. 
Without an individual like that, the [holy dharma] will 
become entirely nonexistent.171  

Also, there will be many teachings following him: 

Those who write extensive texts about him and who uphold 
his teaching will, when awakened, be the foremost [of the 
Buddha’s] retinue. After this good aeon, a buddha will not 
appear for sixty–two aeons. Then, after that, seven buddhas 
will appear.172 Subsequent to that, in a world realm called 
‘Vivid Clear Light’, a tathågata, arhat, fully awakened 
buddha called Jñånabhavaprabhå will be fully and 
completely awakened. 173  

This is taught in many texts. Here I have written just a little 
bit [of the whole prediction].  

                                                                                                              
de dag ni sangs rgyas mang pos yongs su bzung ba yin par rig par bya’o /. 
A summary is also found in the Madhyamakaratnaprad¥pa, D (3854) tsha 
287b2-b4. 

170  Miyazaki, p. 62n124, cf. Mahåmegha, D (232) wa 189b4-5: dge slong de la 
sems can gang dag gis bsnyen bskur byas pa de dag gis ni ’das pa dang / 
ma byon pa dang / da ltar byung ba’i de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad la bskal 
pa grangs med par bsnyen bkur byas pa yin no /. 

171  Miyazaki, p. 63n125, cf. Mahåmegha, D (232) wa 190a6: de ni mtha’ mar 
’byung bar ’gyur la / de dang ’dra ba’i sems can gzhan med de mi srid /.  

172  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (805.3) reads de’i steng la sangs rgyas bdun po’i 
gcig ’byung ngo /.  

173  Miyazaki, p. 63n126, cf. Mahåmegha, D (232) wa 190a7–b3: rigs kyi bu 
khyod legs kyis rigs kyi bu nga’i nyan thos kyi che ba nyid nyon cig / rigs 
kyi bu bskal pa bzang po ’di ’das te / sang rgyas stong yongs su mya ngan 
las ’das pa’i ’og tu bskal pa drug cu rtsa gnyis su sangs rgyas ’byung bar 
mi ’gyur te / rang sangs rgyas bye ba phrag ’bum ’byung bar ’gyur ro / rigs 
ki bu bskal pa drug cu rtsa gnyis po de dag ’das nas sangs rgyas gzhan 
bdun ’byung bar ’gyur ro / de nas bdun pa yongs su mya ngan las ’das pa 
de’i tshe de’i dus na ’jig rten gyi khams ’di ’jig rten gyi khams mngon par 
dang ba zhes bya bar ’gyur te/’jig rten gyi khams mngon par dang ba der 
bcom ldan ’das de bzhin gshegs pa dgra bcom pa yang dag par rdzog pa’i 
sangs rgyas ye shes ’byung gnas ’od ces bya bar ’gyur ro /.  
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Moreover, the Mañjußr¥m¨latantra states: 

A bhikΣu called Någåhvaya will appear, having the 
knowledge of suchness that lacks inherent existence; 
having obtained a spell called ‘peacock,’ he will live for six 
hundred years.174 

Also, from the La∫kåvatåra s¨tra: 

Oh Mahåmati, you should know…In Vedal¥, in the south, a 
bhikΣu most illustrious and distinguished [will be born]; his 
name is Någåhvaya.175 …[H]aving attained the stage of the 
Joyous, he will go to Sukhåvat¥.176 

There also is a prophecy in the Mahåbher¥hårakaparivarta. 
There is no verse of prophecy in the Órya-Suvarˆa-
prabhåsottamas¨tra, but there is a dispute over the relics of the 
Buddha between the Brahman Kauˆ∂inya and this Licchavi 
Sarsvasattvapriyadarßana (“Joyous When Seen by All the World”). 

Moreover, the honorable Ócårya Candrak¥rti states:  

Accordingly, [I] realized the meaning directly from the 
great Ócårya Órya-Någårjuna himself, who teaches in the 
world the concentration of Mahåvajradhara that is realized 
by oneself. [He] has passed beyond the happiness of gods 
and men, and of the t¥rthikas, and the happiness of 
concentration and absorption of ßråvakas and 
pratyekabuddhas. He possesses to the utmost all aspects of 
the body of the Tathågata, which is free of arising and 
cessation. [One] could never have enough of looking at this 
body, which has attained the adornment of all qualities of a 
buddha, the ten powers and the four fearlessnesses and so 
forth. He went to Sukhåvat¥ and resides [there] possessing 
the eight qualities of mastery.177  

                                                 
174  Mañjußr¥m¨lakalpa, 53.449cf, 450ad: / 
 någåhvayo nåma sau bhikΣu˙ /  j¥ved    varΣaßatåni   Σa† / 53.449 / 
 måy¨r¥ nåmato vidyå siddhå / ni˙svabhåvårthatattvavit / 53.450 /. 
175  La∫kåvatåras¨tra, 10.164c, 165abc: mahåmate nibodha tvaµ / 

dakΣiˆåpathavedalyåµ bhikΣu˙ ßr¥mån mahåyaßå˙ /någåhvaya˙ sa nåmnå 
tu. 

176  La∫kåvatåras¨tra, 10.166cd: åsådya bh¨miµ muditåµ yåsyate 'sau 
sukhåvat¥m /. 

177  Prad¥podyotana-†¥kå, 17, p. 226: evaµ ßr¥någårjunapåda-
bha††årakånupråptasvakårtha˙ / pratyåtmavedyaµ mahåvajradhara-
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This is taught in the Prad¥podyotana. Therefore, one should 
learn and understand the texts of Ócårya Någårjuna and become 
one who has the profound instructions of his lineage. The 
individual who practices [this lineage] will course in the great 
vehicle for immeasurable lifetimes. As long as the Buddha’s 
teaching exists, these oral instructions will not be severed. The 
Venerable Óryadeva states:  

The Bhagavan Íåkyamuni at midnight made manifest the 
concentration of awakening and ever since, the Buddha’s 
teaching has existed. Upheld by the Ócårya Órya-
Någårjuna, passed from the mentor’s mouth to mentor’s 
mouth, this oral instruction from the mouth of the Ócårya is 
a blessing of all the buddhas and bodhisattvas as well as all 
the vajra∂åkiˆ¥s.178 

The Venerable Ócårya Candrak¥rti [states]: 

Yogi, for those desiring to become awakened in this life 
itself, this difficult-to-obtain special instruction of the 
profound essential reality from the mouth of the Ócårya 
[Någårjuna] for masters is like treasure, like pouring water 
of am®ta into precious vases. As long as the dharma of 
Íåkyamunibuddha abides, is transferred and received from 
mouth to mouth, from ear to ear, for that long, this 
[teaching] will not disappear.  

                                                                                                              
samådhiµ loke pratipådya devamanuΣyasukham atikramya t¥rthikaßråvaka-
pratyekabuddhadhyånasamådhisamåpattisukham atikramya utpådabha∫ga-
rahitaµ sarvåkåravaropetam åsecanakarahitaµ daßabalavaißåradyådi-
buddhåla∫k®taµ tathågatakåyaµ pratilabhya sukhåvat¥µ 
gatvåΣ†aguˆaißvaryånvito viharati /.  

178  Cf. Caryåmelåpakaprad¥pa, (Wedemeyer 2007: 446–47): anenaîva 
krameˆa / bhagavån ßr¥-ßåkyasiµha˙ sarva-tathågatair accha†å-ßabdai˙ 
saµcodite sati / åsphånaka-samådher vyutthåya bodhim¨le 
niΣadyârddharåtra-samaye prabhåsvaraµ såkΣåt-k®två / måyopama-
samådhinå vyutthåya janebhyo dharma-cakraµ pravartitavån / tad årabhya 
yåvat saddharmo ’sthåt tåvad guru-vaktråd guru-vaktraµ saµkråmati 
(yoga-yugma-vißva-vißuddhi-rahasyåbhisambodhi-krama˙ saµkråmatîti )/; 
Tibetan D (1803) ngi 90a2-4: rim pa ’di nyid kyis bcom ldan ’das dpal 
ßåkya thub pa la de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyis se gol gyi sgras bskul 
bar gyur pas mi g-yo ba’i ting nge ’din las bzhengs te / byang chub kyi 
shing drung la bzhugs nas mtshan phyed kyi dus su ’od gsal ba mngon du 
mdzad de / sgyu ma lta bu’i ting nge ’dzin las bzhengs nas / ’gro ba rnams 
la chos ston par mdzad pa yin no / dengs nas brtsams te / dam pa’i chos ji 
srid gnas pa de srid du bla ma’i kha nas bla ma’i khar brgyud pa yin no /.  
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5.3 [Någårjuna’s Maturation Body (D 115b2–115b5)]  

The maturation body (rnam par smin pa’i sku, 
vipåkakåya)179 of Ócårya Órya-Någårjuna—that very body—
dwells on Ír¥-Parvata, ‘Glorious Mountain’. At one time, the son 
of King Sukhacaryabhadra went to Glorious Mountain to take the 
head of the Ócårya. The Ócårya [Någårjuna] said, “Prince, cut and 
take [this body]”. Trying five times with a sword, [the Prince] 
could not cut [him] into pieces. The Ócårya [Någårjuna] said, 
“Take up a blade of Kußa grass”. The Prince offered it to him, and 
having received that, the Ócårya himself wrapped the root around 
his throat, and [his] head, which dropped to the ground, was 
offered into the hand of the Prince. [His head] was not carried by 
the Prince, but went off by itself. Even now the trunk of the body 
and the head are in a pavilion made of splendid emanated light. 
They [are] placed on a precious throne, perpetually worshipped day 
and night by gandharvas, yakΣas, devas, and so forth. There is a 
long-established oral tradition about this. 

5.4 [Någårjuna’s Aspiration Body (D 115b5–116a1)]  

The aspiration body aspiration (smon lam kyi sku, 
praˆidhånakåya) dwells in Sukhåvat¥. Named ‘Bodhisattva 
Precious Intelligence’ (Byang chub sems dpa’ blo gros rin po che) 
by the Bhagavan Amitåbha, it has two arms, white body-color, the 
right [hand in the gesture] of giving boons and the left [hand] 
holding a white lotus. From the mouth of the Venerable Guru 
Avadh¨t¥pa:  

My lama, the great venerable [one], the lord of yogis, 
Avadh¨t¥pa Nåropa,180 with previously acquired 
supernatural cognition, had a vision and heard 
[Någårjuna’s] teaching, seeing him while dwelling on Ír¥-
Parvata. A disciple of the Órya, the Venerable Någåbodhi, 
who is renowned as Ír¥-Íabaripåda, also always listened to 

                                                 
179  In Sarvåstivådin accounts of the bodies of a buddha, the maturation body 

(vipåkakåya) is related to the form body (r¨pakåya). See Lamotte, History 
of Indian Buddhism, pp. 689–90. See also Bhavya’s Tarkajvålå (D, fol. 
103a7-b1, reference in Almogi 2009: 243n20), which cites Vajrasena as 
explaining the maturation body as the r¨pakåya, which is supported by the 
dharmakåya and whose sphere of activity is AkaniΣ†ha heaven (’phags pa 
rdo rje sdes ni gzugs kyi sku ’og min gyi spyod yul can chos kyi sku’i gzhi la 
brten pa ni rnam par smin pa’i sku zhes bshad do).  

180  Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (806.18) adds nå ro pa.  
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the dharma. 

The Guru Avadh¨t¥pa taught this.  

6 [Regarding the Practice of Secret Mantra (D 116a1–

116b3)]  

Casting away their own suffering, tormented by the fire of 
others’ suffering, [those with the] sharpest of sharp faculties aspire 
not to be frightened of the profound dharma. Not separating from 
self-achievement, desiring to be awakened in this life itself, and 
quickly achieving the purposes of others without difficulty, one 
should engage in the vehicle of particular skillfulness [i.e., 
Mantrayåna] with the desire to quickly produce supernatural 
knowledge. Having requested the vajråcårya empowerment from 
the auspicious guru, one should mainly practice. The secret (guhya) 
and wisdom-gnosis (prajñajñåna) empowerments are not 
authorized for those on the path of liberating pure conduct [i.e., 
celibacy] and therefore such a student should not take [such 
empowerments].181 [These empowerments] terminate pure conduct 
(brahmacaryå) and through causing the disappearance of the 
Buddha’s teaching, undoubtedly cause both disciple and teacher to 
go to [the realm] of hell beings. If it is secret mantra activity, 
receive an empowerment and become a follower of any tantra 
where one has obtained a vase empowerment. Request from the 
guru the samådhi of one’s own chosen deity and the mantra to 
mutter; emphasizing siddhi, protecting very purely the twenty 
vows and commitments (samaya), one should succeed. At any 
time, with the ability to produce [siddhi], with [mastery of] the four 
extensive activities and the eight worldly achievements, [one] will 
achieve the aims of others without difficulty. With that [in mind] a 
tantra states: 

Secret mantra [is a] great ocean, a flood of perfection 
(siddhi), erotic (’khrig pa can); it cannot be cognized 
through examples, verbal authority, words, or the insights 
of inference (anumåna). 

My guru, Yavadv¥påda, the meritorious Avadh¨t¥påda, 
states:  

                                                 
181  Compare with Bodhipathaprad¥pa and Pañjikå (D 290b; Sherburne 2000: 

300-3) where these two empowerments are forbidden to those who are 
celibate.  
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Give up the two vehicles [of H¥nayåna and Mahåyåna], 
enter into this, [and] attain Mahåmudrå. This being the 
case, what wise person would not practice this vehicle of 
secret mantra? 

Although it has the very same goal [of awakening], the way 
of secret mantra is superior because it is free from 
confusion, has multiple methods, is without hardship, and is 
mastered by those with acute faculties.182 

In this regard, if one does not gain consecration (abhiΣeka, 
dbang bskur), one should not engage in this [vehicle], and one 
should not cultivate the deity or mutter the mantra. Without one’s 
obtaining the permission blessing (rjes su gnang ba), both secret 
mantra and the perfection [vehicles] become corrupted for 
attaining liberation. The special instruction (upadeßa) of the 
completion stage that is free from elaboration, the complete mind 
of vajra-awakening, should not be taught to one who is not a 
vessel. A fully accomplished upåsaka [i.e., layperson] who is on 
the path of desire is without fault in joining the two sexual organs. 

Being content with one’s own consort, [one] does not go 
with the woman of another. Abandoning the aspect of 
wrongful adultery, that upåsaka goes to the abode of the 
gods. 183 

This is taught in a s¨tra. 

One should train [in] the secret mantra vehicle  

For the sake of purifying quickly the two obscurations 

And accumulating quickly the two collections. 

Thus spoke Mar me mdzad dpal ye shes, 

Sharp minded bhikΣu of Íåkya[muni], 
Who possesses the method of love and wisdom. 
[This] was written at the urging of the good disciple 
Known as Tshul khrims rgyal ba, “Victorious Conduct”. 

                                                 
182  Miyazaki (p. 68n136) cites from the Nayatrayaprad¥pa (D 3797, tsu 16b3-

4) and the Tattvaratnåval¥ (p.8): ekårthatve ’py asammohåt bah¨påyåd 
aduΣkaråt / t¥kΣˆendriyådhikåråc ca mantraßåstraµ vißiΣyate /. Also cited in 
the Bodhimårgaprad¥papañjikå (D, 3948, khi 286b3–4; Sherburne 2000: 
280–81).  

183  This verse is missing from Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (807.16). 
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Written by Dipa∫karaßr¥jñåna 
As spoken by the holy gurus,  
In the great temple called “Vikramaß¥la”, [supported by]  
The solemn oath of [King] Devapåla.  

[Dipa∫karaßr¥jñåna did not give these teachings] merely for the 
sake of food, wealth, or minor matters.  
[This teaching is] not to be given to those unprepared.  
One who is not devoted to the teachings of Órya Någårjuna 
Abandons the profound and goes to hell.  

[This] completes the advice by the Mahåpaˆ∂ita Ír¥-
D¥pa∫karajñåna, the so-called “Opened Basket of Precious Special 
Instructions of the Great Vehicle Middle Way”. It was translated, 
requested, and put in order by the Indian master D¥pa∫karajñåna 
himself, the great lotsawa184 upåsaka Rgya brtson ’grus seng ge, 
and BhikΣu Tshul khrim rgyal ba. 

                                                 
184  Missing from Jo bo rje’i gsung ’bum (807.24).  
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Appendix I 

Table of Tibetan Texts 
 

Section Heading Dergé Gsung ’bum 
1 Preliminary Instructions 96b1–98b4 594.4–597.10 

2 The Mind of Awakening 98b4–98b6 597.10–597.13 

2.1 The Cause of the Mind of 
Awakening 

98b6–99a3 597.13–597.23 

2.2 The Condition for the Mind of 
Awakening  

99a3–100a5 597.24–599.12 

2.3 The Nature of Arising 100a5–100a6 599.12–599.16 

2.4 The Distinctive Aspect 100a6–100b1 599.16–599.21 

2.5 Training the Mind 100b1–100b3 599.21–600.1 

2.6 Keeping the Mind of 
Awakening 

100b3–103a2 600.1–603.13 

2.7 Protecting the Mind of 
Awakening 

103a2–103b4 603.13–604.10 

2.8 The Causes for Downfalls to 
Occur 

103b4–103b7 604.10–604.15 

2.9 The Negative Consequence of 
Letting Go 

103b7–104a3 604.15–604.20 

2.10 The Benefit of Rejoicing in 
Others’ Generating of the 
Mind of Awakening 

104a1–104a3 604.10–604.25 

2.11 The Negative Consequence of 
Interrupting Others’ 
Generation of Mind 

104a3–104a6 604.25–605.6 

2.12 Increasing the Mind of 
Awakening 

104a6–105b1 605.6–606.21 

2.13 The Benefits of the Mind of 
Awakening 

105b1–106a1 606.21–607.16 

3 Buddhas and Bodhisattvas 106a1–112b3 607.16–608.11/ 
793.2–802.4 

4 Previous Buddhist Masters 112b3–113a4 802.4–802.25 

5 The Teachings of Någårjuna   

5.1 A Classification of his 
Teachings 

113a4–113b6 802.25–803.20 

5.2 Någårjuna’s Predicted 
Buddhahood 

113b6–115b2 803.20–806.7 

5.3 Någårjuna’s Maturation Body 115b2–115b5 806.7–806.15 

5.4 Någårjuna’s Aspiration Body 115b5–116a1 806.15–806.21 

6 Regarding the Practice of 
Secret Mantra 

116a1–116b3 806.21–807.25 
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Principal Indian Sources 

Abhidharmakoßakårikå by Vasubandhu. Edited by V.V. Gokhale 
(1946). “The Text of the Abhidharmakoßakårikå of 
Vasubandhu”. Journal of the Bombay Branch, Royal 
Asiatic Society 22: 73–102; (1947) 23: 12. 

Abhisamayålaµkåra. Edited by Th. Stcherbatsky and E. Obermiller 
(1929). Abhisamayålaµkåraprajñåpåramitopadeßaßåstra-
kårikå. Leningrad. (Bibliotheca Buddhica, XXIII, fasc. 1.) 
Sri Satguru Publications, 2nd edition (Delhi, 1992).  

Abhisamayålaµkårålokå Prajñåpåramitåvyåkhyå by Haribhadra. 
Edited by U. Wogihara (1932-35). The Work of 
Haribhadra. Tokyo: The Toyo Bunko. 

Acintyastava (Bsam gyis mi khyab par bstod pa). Tôh. no. 1128. 
Dergé Tanjur, vol. KA, folios 76b7–79a2.  

Adhyardhaßatikåprajñåpåramitå. Ian Astley–Kristensen, The 
Rishukyô: The Sino–Japanese Tantric Prajñåpåramitå in 
150 Verses. Institute of Buddhist Studies (Tring, 1991). 

AkΣayamatinirdeßanåmamahåyånas¨tra (’Phags pa blo gros mi 
zad pas bstan pa zhes bya ba theg pa chen po’i mdo). Tôh. 
no. 175. Dergé Kanjur, vol. MA, folios 79a1–174b7. Jens 
Braarvig, AkΣayamatinirdeßas¨tra. Solum Forlag (Oslo, 
1993). 

Órya-Avikalpapraveßanåmadhåraˆ¥ (’Phags pa rnam par mi rtog 
par 'jug pa zhes bya ba’i gzungs). Tôh. no. 142. Dergé 
Kanjur, vol. PA, folios 1b1-6b1. Carmen Meinert, 
“Structural Analysis of the Bsam-gtan Mig Sgron: A 
Comparison of the Fourfold Correct Practice in the 
Óryavikalpapraveßanåmadhåraˆ¥ and the Contents of the 
Four Main Chapters of the Bsam-gtan Mig Sgron.” Journal 
of the International Association of Buddhist Studies, vol. 
26, no. 1 (2003), pp. 175–95. 

AΣ†asåhasrikåprajñåpåramitås¨tra. Edited by U. Wogihara (1932-
35); included in Abhisamayålaµkårålokå.  

Avalokiteßvaraparip®cchåsaptadharmaka-nåma-mahåyånas¨tra 
(’Phags pa spyan ras gzigs dbang phyug gis zhus pa chos 
bdun pa zhes bya ba theg pa chen po’i mdo). Tôh. no. 150. 
Dergé Kanjur, vol. PA, folios 331a2–331b5. 
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Bhagavadratnaguˆasañcayagåthå-nåma-pañjikå, by Haribhadra. 
Shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa sdud pa tshigs sub cad pa. 
D. No. 3792, mdo ’grel, vol. JA, folios 1a1-78a7.  

Bhåvanåkrama–1 (Bsgom pa’i rim pa). Tôh. no. 3915. Dergé 
Tanjur, vol. KI, folios 22a1–41b7. Giuseppe Tucci, Minor 
Buddhist Texts, Parts I and II. Motilal Banarsidass (reprint, 
Delhi, 1986), pp. 465–592. 

Bhåvanåkrama–2 (Bsgom pa’i rim pa). Tôh. no. 3916 (also, no. 
4567). Dergé Tanjur, vol. KI, folios 42a1–55b5. K. 
Goshima, The Tibetan Text of the Second Bhåvanåkrama 
(Kyoto, 1983). Tenzin Gyatso, Stages of Meditation, root 
text by Kamalashila, translated by Ven. Geshe Lobsang 
Jordhen, Losang Choephel Ganchenpa and Jeremy Russell, 
Snow Lion (Ithaca, 2001). 

Bhåvanåkrama–3 (Bsgom pa’i rim pa). Tôh. no. 3917. Dergé 
Tanjur, vol. KI, folios 55b6–68b7. Parmananda Sharma, 
trans., Bhåvanåkrama of Kamalaß¥la. Aditya Prakashan 
(New Delhi, 1997). 

Bodhicittavivaraˆa (Byang chub sems kyi ’grel pa lhug pa ma). 
Tôh. no. 1801. Dergé Tanjur, vol. NGI, folios 42b5–45a5. 
Christian Lindtner, Master of Wisdom: Writings of the 
Buddhist Master Någårjuna. Dharma Publishing (Oakland, 
1986), pp. 32–71.  

Bodhipathaprad¥pa (Byang chub lam gyi sgron ma). Tôh. no. 3947. 
Dergé Tanjur, vol. KHI, folios 238a6–141a4. H. Eimer, 
Bodhipathaprad¥pa: Ein Lehrgedict des Atißa 
(D¥paµkaraßr¥jñåna) in der tibetischen Überlieferung. 
Asiatische Forschungen 59, (Wiesbaden, 1978).  

Bodhisattvabh¨mi (Rnal ’byor spyod pa'i sa las, Byang chub sems 
dpa’i sa). Tôh. no. 4037. Dergé Tanjur, vol. WI, folios 1b1–
213a7. Nalinaksha Dutt, Bodhisattvabh¨mi. K.P. Jayaswal 
Research Institute (Patna, 1966).  

Bodhicaryåvatåra or Bodhisattvacaryåvatåra (Byang chub sems 
dpa’i spyod pa la ’jug pa). Tôh. no. 3871. Dergé Tanjur, 
vol. LA, folios 1b1–40a7. P.L. Vaidya, ed., 
Bodhicaryåvatåra of ßåntideva with the Commentary 
Pañjikå of Prajñåkaramati, Buddhist Sanskrit Texts series 
no. 12. The Mithila Institute (Darbhanga, 1960; reprint 
1988).  
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BodhisattvagocaropåyaviΣayavikurvåˆanirdeßa–nåma–
mahåyånas¨tra ('Phags pa byang chub sems dpa'i spyod 
yul gyi thabs kyi yul la rnam par 'phrul pa bstan pa zhes 
bya ba theg pa chen po'i mdo). Tôh. no. 146. Dergé Kanjur, 
vol. PA, folios 82a3-141b7. 

Bodhisattvasaµvaraviµßaka (Byang chub sems dpa’i sdom pa nyi 
shu pa). Tôh. no. 4081. Dergé Tanjur, vol. HI, folios 
166b1–167a5. In Difficult Beginnings: Three Works on the 
Bodhisattva Path by Candragomin, translated by Mark 
Tatz. Shambala (Boston, 1985). 

Caryåmelåpakaprad¥pa (Spyod pa bsdus pa’i sgron ma). Tôh. no. 
1803. Dergé Tanjur, vol. NGI, folios 57a2–106b7. English 
translation by Christian K. Wedemeyer, Óryadeva's Lamp 
That Integrates the Practices (Caryåmelåpakaprad¥pa): 
The Gradual Path of Vajrayåna Buddhism According to the 
Esoteric Community Noble Tradition. American Institute of 
Buddhist Studies at Columbia University (New York, 
2007).  

Cittavißuddhiprakaraˆa (Sems kyi sgrib pa rnam par sbyong ba 
zhes bya ba’i rab tu byed pa). Tôh. no. 1804. Dergé Tanjur, 
vol. NGI, folios 106b7–112a3. P. B. Patel, ed., 
Cittavißuddhiprakaraˆa of Óryadeva: Sanskrit and Tibetan 
Texts. Visva–Bharati Research Publications (Santiniketan, 
1949). Mathew Varghese, Principles of Buddhist Tantra: A 
Discourse on Cittavißuddhi–prakaraˆa of Óryadeva, 
Munshiram Manoharlal (New Delhi, 2008).  

Daßadharmaka-nåma-mahåyånas¨tra ('Phags pa chos bcu pa zhes 
bya ba theg pa chen po'i mdo). Tôh. no. 53. Dergé Kanjur, 
vol. KHA, folios 164a6-184b6. 

Gaganagañjaparip®cchå–nåma–mahåyånas¨tra (’Phags pa nam 
mkha’ mdzod kyis zhus pa zhes bya ba theg pa chen po’i 
mdo). Tôh. no. 148. Dergé Kanjur, vol. PA, folios 243a1–
330a7.  

Guhyasamåjatantra, or, Sarvatathågatakåyavåkcittarahasyaguhya-
samåja-nåma-mahåkalparåja (De bzhin gshegs pa thams 
cad kyi sku gsung thugs kyi gsang chen gsang ba ’dus pa 
zhes bya ba brtag pa’i rgyal po chen po). Tôh. no. 442. 
Dergé Kanjur, vol. CA, folios 90a1–148a6. Yukei 
Matsunaga, The Guhyasamåja Tantra, a New Critical 
Edition. Toho Shuppan (Osaka, 1978).  
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Jñånasiddhinåmasådhana (Ye shes grub pa zhes bya ba’i sgrub 
pa’i thabs). Tôh. no. 2219 (no author's name given). Dergé 
Tanjur, vol. WI, folios 36b7–60b6. Contained in: Guhyådi–
AΣ†asiddhi–Saµgraha, ed., Samdhong Rinpoche and 
Vrajvallabh Dwivedi, with a number of coeditors. Central 
Institute for Higher Tibetan Studies (Sarnath, 1987), pp. 
89–167 (Sanskrit text), and 145–244 (Tibetan text). 

Kåßyapaparivarta–nåma–mahåyånas¨tra (’Phags pa ’od srung gi 
le’u zhes bya ba theg pa chen po’i mdo). Tôh. no. 87. Dergé 
Kanjur, vol. CHA, folios 119b1–151b7. M.I. Vorobyova–
Desyatovskaya in collaboration with Seishi Karashima and 
Noriyuki Kudo, The Kåßyapaparivarta: Romanized Text 
and Facsimiles. Bibliotheca Philogica et Philosophica 
Buddhica vol. 5. The International Research Institute for 
Advanced Buddhology, Soka University (Tokyo, 2002). 

Kud®Σ†inirghåta (Lta ba ngan pa sel ba). Tôh. no. 2229. Dergé 
Tanjur, vol. WI, folios 104a7–110a2. Glenn Wallis, 
“Advayavajra's Instructions on the Ódikarma.” Pacific 
World, third series, no. 5 (Fall, 2003), pp. 203–30. 

Kußalam¨lasaµparigraha–nåma–mahåyånas¨tra (’Phags pa dge 
ba’i rtsa ba yongs su ’dzin pa zhes bya ba theg pa chen po’i 
mdo). Tôh. no. 101. Dergé Kanjur, vol. NGA, folios 1b1–
227b7.  

Lalitavistara–nåma–mahåyånas¨tra (’Phags pa rgya cher rol pa 
zhes bya ba theg pa chen po’i mdo). Tôh. no. 95. Dergé 
Kanjur. P.L. Vaidya, Lalita–Vistara, Buddhist Sanskrit Text 
series no. 1 (Darbhanga, 1987). 

La∫kåvatåra–mahåyånas¨tra (’Phags pa lang kar gshegs pa’i theg 
pa chen po’i mdo). Tôh. no. 107. Dergé Kanjur, vol. CA, 
folios 56a1–191b7. B. Nanjio, The La∫kåvatåra S¨tra. 
Bibliotheca Otaniensis series no. 1 (Kyoto, 1923). 

Madhyamakah®dayakårikå (Dbu ma’i snying po’i tshig le’ur byas 
pa). Tôh. no. 3855. Dergé Tanjur, vol. DZA, folios 40b7–
329b4. Christian Lindtner, Madhyamakah®dayam of 
Bhavya. Adyar Series no. 123. The Theosophical Society 
(Chennai, 2001). 
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Madhyamakah®dayatarkajvålå (Dbu ma’i snying po’i ’grel pa rtog 
ge ’bar ba). Tôh. no. 3856. Dergé Tanjur, vol. DZA, folios 
40b7–329b4. Annette L. Heitmann, Nektar der Erkenntnis, 
Buddhistische Philosophie des 6. Jh.: Bhavyas Tarkajvålå 
I–III.26. Shaker Verlag (Aachen, 2004).  

Madhyamakaratnaprad¥pa (Dbu ma rin po che'i sgron ma). Tôh. 
no. 3854. Dergé Tanjur, vol. TSHA, folios 259b3-289a7. 

Madhyamakopadeßa (Dbu ma’i man ngag). Tôh. no. 3929 (also, 
no. 4468). Dergé Tanjur, vol. KI, folios 95b1–96a7.  

Madhyamakopadeßav®tti (Dbu ma’i man ngag ces bya ba’i ’grel 
pa). Tôh. no. 3931. Dergé Tanjur, vol. KI, folios 116b7–
123b2.  

Mahåmegha (’Phags pa sprin chen po). Tôh. no. 235 (also, nos. 
657, 1063). Dergé Kanjur, vol. WA, folios 250a2-263a7. 

MahåvairocanåbhisambodhivikurvitådhiΣ†håna–vaipulyas¨trendra-
råja–nåma–dharmaparyåya (Rnam par snang mdzad chen 
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rgyal po zhes bya ba’i chos kyi rnam grangs). Tôh. no. 494. 
Dergé Kanjur, vol. THA, folios 151b2–260a7.  

Mahåyånaprasådaprabhåvana–nåma–mahåyånas¨tra (’Phags pa 
theg pa chen po la dad pa rab tu sgom pa zhes bya ba theg 
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